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VAT Information
Sizes highlighted in blue are held out
for sale as suitable for children aged 13
years and younger. We only sell school
uniforms and are not involved in any
adult markets, which differentiates our
garments as being clearly held out for
sale in the spirit of the VAT regulations.

10 YEARS OF
ECO-UNIFORM
AT A GLANCE
At David Luke sustainability is not just a
word, it’s a way of life. It is a philosophy
that underpins our conduct as a
responsible business that puts the
ECO-VERSARY
wellness of our planet, our people and
our product at the heart of our operation.
As a long-standing corporate partner of Eco-Schools and pioneer of
the use of recycled polyester in school uniforms, our commitment
to sustainability starts from grass roots and pulses through our supply
chain, ethical trading policy and our business as a whole.
In 2019 we will enter the 10 year Eco-Versary of our Eco-uniform.
What started as my Dad’s personal ambition to find a more sustainable
material for uniforms has become the heartbeat of David Luke and a
blueprint for the wider schoolwear industry. To date, we have prevented
27 million plastic bottles from reaching landfill and have extended our
Eco-uniform range to include trousers, skirts, jumpers and the original
blazers and jackets which are now our standard polyester product
offering for schools.
To strengthen our eco-credentials, in 2018 we embarked on the
process of third-party certifying the recycled content in our uniforms.
After evaluation, SCS Global Services has certified that the polyester
fabrics we use in our Eco-uniform products contains post-consumer
waste. Between 30% and 100% of the fibre in the materials is recycled
post-consumer waste. We can now proudly incorporate the globally
recognised SCS Kingfisher certification mark across all marketing
materials and customer facing resources for the certified products.
David Luke was the first schoolwear business
within the industry to introduce recycled
polyester to our product portfolio,
launching our Eco-jacket in 2010.
We hope you enjoy our 10-year
Eco-versary special edition catalogue.
A celebration of Eco-uniform and our
vision of sustainability in the future.
Kathryn Shuttleworth
Managing Director

FUTURE PROOFING ECO
WE’RE EXTREMELY PROUD OF WHAT WE HAVE ACHIEVED IN THE
LAST 10 YEARS WITH OUR ECO-UNIFORM AND AS A BUSINESS,
BUT IT IS IMPORTANT THAT WE KEEP LOOKING FORWARD.
Future-proofing our sustainability policies is a priority for the business and this
is demonstrated by the recent appointment of a dedicated Sustainability Lead,
Samantha Leigh. Sam is passionate about sustainability innovation and has
been tasked with developing sustainability pledges that go beyond what might
be reasonably expected of a schoolwear business.
Our pledges
1. Packaging audit – We will review
our packaging across the chain and
look at ways to reduce, repurpose or
make recyclable. We’re starting with
the 250,000 hangers and garment
bags we use on our biggest Eco-uniform product
range; our blazers and jackets.
2. ‘Long live School Uniforms’ –
We will champion an end of life
campaign for garments. We see that
second-hand clothing is becoming
a credible sales channel and we plan
to work with retailers to find solutions and best
practises to bring it into trading in a positive way.
3. Travel around the moon 3 times!
– By the end of 2020 we want to
have exceeded our goal of saving
30 million plastic bottles from
reaching landfill through the
manufacturing of our Eco-uniform. If the bottles
were laid end to end, that would be the equivalent
of travelling around the moon 3 times.

A few Eco resources to help you
Our ambition to provide meaningful resources for
retailers and schools has led to us to create a new
Lesson Plan for KS1 and KS2 pupils. Under the
headline ‘Saving the planet one blazer at a time’
this eye-catching resource is free to download
from our trade website and helps to educate
pupils on the subject of sustainability in fashion
and what it means to them.
The resource was launched at the North West
Eco-Schools Conference in June 2019 and
proved to be an instant hit with teachers and
students alike.
To support our newly designed lesson plans we
have also produced 2 new striking and colourful
animations to aid the understanding of our
Eco-uniform and how 16 Under 16 could inspire
youth social action in your schools.
All of the above, plus our personalised
Eco-leaflets, can be viewed and downloaded
from the ‘Retailer Area’ of our trade website.

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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AN INTERVIEW WITH
DAVID AND KATHRYN
FIND OUT WHAT MOTIVATES DAVID AND KATHRYN ON
THEIR 10 YEAR JOURNEY WITH ECO-UNIFORM

What prompted you to look at
the possibility of using recycled
polyester in school uniform back
in 2009?
David: I’ve always been a recycler,
a waste nothinger and carer for
the environment. I must say that
I was initially driven to create a
competitive advantage,
but realised it was much more
important than that. Various
recycled textiles, mainly shredded
production waste re-spun, had
been around for a long time, but
not in the types of yarns suitable for
schoolwear. Polyester yarn, made
from plastic bottles, captured my
imagination. David Luke helped to
develop the octolobal yarn for the
twill fabric, which became the start
of the David Luke Eco-revolution in
schoolwear.
You were obviously ahead of the
general public consciousness in
terms of developing such a
specific eco product – how hard
was it to raise awareness of the
term ‘Eco-uniform’ what kind of
barriers did you encounter?
David: I knew the timing was
absolutely right. At first I had my leg
pulled by some competitors. It does
seem ironic, but not surprising, that
those same people are now
4
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beginning to follow.
Price was an issue, it
always is, but once we
reduced our margin
to make the blazers and
jackets the same price
as non-eco, we were on
the way to something
special. I had a vision of
changing every fabric to
Eco. We’re not quite
there yet, but we’ve
made fantastic progress.
Since David Attenborough captured
the imagination of the world about
plastic waste, the concept has
come of age.
Can you share some of your
personal highlights from the past
10 years with regard to David
Luke’s progress in its sustainability
policies?
David: I remember a visit to a yarn
mill to discuss how we needed to
produce the yarn at the same price
as non-eco. They couldn’t believe
my reasoning, they wanted a
premium, but I wanted to change
the way the market accepted the
eco concept. When we sold our
millionth Eco-blazer and had a
‘golden’ blazer made to celebrate,
what a thrill, as we saw we had
saved tens, now hundreds, of
millions of bottles going into landfill
and the oceans, I felt something
really important happening.
How do you think the Schoolwear
industry has changed with regard
to its opinion on the importance
of Eco-uniform and sustainability?
Is there any area of the industry
where you would like to see
more progress?
David: There is still such a focus on
price, but society in general and

especially the children and students
are understanding the issues and
will change the way we all think.
We need to buy less, but better
quality with environmental
credentials, which will last longer
representing real value and can
be passed on to siblings, or friends,
or to people in need.
How does it make you feel seeing
so many fashion brands and fellow
uniform manufacturers embracing
the concept of Eco-garments?
David: I am delighted, especially
because David Luke have played
such a key role in leading the
schoolwear market. The challenge
is to keep leading and taking the
next steps towards responsibility
and sustainability goals for the
future. The next 10 years will see
David Luke developing new ideas
for a new decade. We are already
on our way!
In terms of predicting the next big
leap in business what advice would
you give to your daughter Kathryn
who is now Managing Director of
David Luke?
David: The next leap is already here.
We all have to live our lives with
more responsible thinking for the
future of our planet and run our
businesses accordingly. Always look
for the right way and embrace the
future with optimism and
excitement. The great thing about
running your own business, is that
you can take the long view and it
gives you a fantastic advantage over
those who have to focus on making
short term decisions in order to
make their business more attractive
to would be suiters. Sustainability
demands the long view.

ECO-VERSARY

Before you joined David Luke,
was sustainability on your radar
as a business issue?
Kathryn: Sustainability is a word that
has been used within business for a
long time and runs the risk of
becoming over-used. But when
thinking about the universal
definition – ‘Meeting the needs of
the present without compromising
the ability of future generations to
meet theirs’, it has always been a
principle that I’ve strongly believed
should be at the centre of every
responsible business.

repetition are critically important
and so doing things differently
whilst also achieving the
equilibrium needed has always
been his modus operandi. Some of
the changes he has introduced over
the years have not been driven by
profit generation or cost-saving and
so it’s not necessarily the typical
innovation that industries see but it
comes from a passion and drive
that he is known widely for.
How have you embraced an eco
sensibility outside of the business?
Kathryn: I feel strongly
that we should tread
lightly on earth and that
many of the behaviours
that have become
habits in our lives are
collectively damaging
the planet. It makes no
sense to me when
people say small things
won’t make a difference.
I have reduced car use
significantly, mainly going by bike or
public transport. I am obsessed with
avoiding waste, especially with food
and textiles. We have a weekly food
plan at home and so only buy what
we are going to consume. As a keen
sewer, I regularly upcycle clothing to
turn it into something else. These
things are only small, but I think it’s
going to be by changing our habits
one by one, that we will start to see
a difference made.

a business, we take
“As
sustainability very seriously.

Within a global supply chain,
it’s challenging to tackle
every element from fibre to
garment to end of life...

”

How do you think your influence
has impacted on David Luke’s
sustainability vision?
Kathryn: My Dad has absolutely
been the visionary who set
David Luke off on all the paths
we have been on over the years.
I feel very privileged to be able to
continue the journey we’re on
through leading David Luke.
Ensuring we remain a people-led
business, putting people and the
environment right at the front of
everything we do, has been an
overriding motivation for me and
generates a desire to never stand
still with what we’re doing.
Growing up, were you aware
of your father’s passion for
innovation?
Kathryn: I’ve always been aware
that my Dad is not afraid to do or
say things that others might not be
brave enough to. We are in an
industry where consistency and

How important is sustainability to
David Luke as a business and what
comes next under your leadership?
Kathryn: As a business, we take
sustainability very seriously. Within a
global supply chain, it’s challenging
to tackle every element from fibre
to garment to end of life, especially
when we can sometimes be a
small cog within a big wheel.
Having appointed Samantha Leigh
as our Sustainability Lead within the
business, we have been able to

focus our approach, breaking down
every element of the chain and
create an impact map, so we can
prioritise our actions at each tier
within the chain. Our Eco-uniform
has provided a sustainable fibre
choice for the last 10 years and as
we look to the future, we have
upcoming developments to
reduce our carbon impact from
manufacturing activity; review
packaging choices; and support
end of life initiatives both in
relation to re-use schemes but
also closed loop possibilities with
the products we sell.
What would you highlight as the
most important business lesson
you’ve learned from your Dad?
Kathryn: A common phrase of my
Dad’s is ‘the more you give in life,
the more you get back’. And he
means giving of yourself, through
dedication, commitment, heart and
soul. It doesn’t always feel like you
get things back when there’s hard
work to be done but it’s been a great
lesson in keeping me working hard!
What motivates and inspires you
in business?
Kathryn: Mainly seeing the things
people can achieve when they
work together. Collaboration –
in the workplace, in the market,
between companies – makes me
feel the strength of networks of
people and that cooperating and
finding solutions together is so
powerful. When people can
overcome adversity or division, and
contribute to these networks, it’s
even more powerful and inspiring.

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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OUR ECO-TIMELINE
FROM ONE ECO-JACKET IN 2010 TO 27 MILLION PLASTIC BOTTLES
SAVED FROM LANDFILL BY THE END OF 2019

2010

100%
recycled
polyester

Started working on the Eco-uniform
concept. Launched with the
Eco-jacket.

2012
We decided to make a commitment,
all our Polyester Blazers & Jackets
would be made from recycled
polyester, there would not be a
non-eco version available.

2013 & 2014

2014

Stopped 5.5 million plastic bottles
from going to landﬁll.

Our Eco-uniform won the MEN
Environmental Award for innovation.

ENVIRONMENT
AWARDS

2016
We produced our 1 millionth
Eco-blazer, meaning we have
prevented 16 million plastic bottles
from going to landﬁll from our
blazers alone.

One
Millionth
Eco-blazer

2018
Our relationship with Eco-Schools
continues to strengthen, as we
became sponsors for the Eco
Schools new ‘Marine’ topic.

2019

2019

To date, we have prevented 27 million
plastic bottles from reaching landfill and
have extended our eco-uniform range to
include trousers, skirts, jumpers and the
original jacket which is now our standard
polyester product offering for schools.

We are in the process of becoming
a member of the ‘Ethical Trading
Initiative (ETI)’. The Ethical Trading
Initiative helps guide companies to
trade ethically, to make a positive
diﬀerence to workers lives.
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COMING
SOON

ECO-VERSARY

2013

2013

We became oﬃcial Eco-Schools
England partners.

Awarded the Bronze and Silver
Environmental Business pledge
awards.

2015

2015

We extended the Eco-uniform to
include trousers, skirts, sweatshirts
and polo shirts, each item consisting
of all or part polyester content made
from recycled plastic bottles.

A total of 8.84 million 2 litre
plastic bottles saved from landﬁll
since 2013.

2018

2019

We launched a nationwide search
to ﬁnd the UK’s most inspiring
young environmentalists. Branded
as ’16 Under 16’.

SCS Global Services has certiﬁed that
the polyester fabrics we use in our
eco-uniform products contains
post-consumer waste. Between 30%
and 100% of the ﬁbre in the materials
is recycled post-consumer waste.

2019/2020
We’re celebrating our Eco-versary,
10 years since we pioneered the
use of recycled polyester in
school uniforms.

ECO-VERSARY

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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THE SUSTAINABLE TENDER
HELPING YOU TO WIN CONTRACTS

Damers First School Eco Team
with 16 Under 16 ambassador Rachael.

With more schools asking for evidence of sustainability
policies in their tenders, we asked Jamie Morley,
Business Development Director at David Luke for his
insider view on which aspects of our business might
help you when bidding for new contracts.
Eco-Uniform Credentials

ECO-VERSARY
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We’ve seen a huge shift in schools
requesting eco-specific technical
standards in their tenders. All the
garments in our Eco-uniform range
contain polyester made from non
biodegradable plastic drinking
bottles, which would otherwise end
up in landfill. Each item consists of
part or total polyester content made
from recycled plastic bottles. Back in
2009 David Luke Schoolwear was
the first business within the industry
to introduce recycled polyester to its
product portfolio. Our Eco-blazer
launched in 2009 and is now SCS
Accredited. This means it is certified
as being between 30%-100% post
consumer waste. What makes it
‘Eco’? Plastic bottles are used instead
of crude oil in the production
process to create polyester for our
Eco-garments. It is our belief that

Eco-uniform should cost no more
than an equivalent quality non-eco
garment. That every Eco-garment is
as durable and high in quality as our
non-eco garments and it is easy to
care for and as comfortable as our
non-eco garments.
Eco-Schools Partner
We’re proud to partner with
Eco-Schools and in 2019 became
the sponsor of their new Marine
topic. In addition to collaborating
with the Eco-Schools team on a
variety of seasonal events such as
the North West Eco-Schools
Conference, we’ve produced free
guides for schools, that show how
they can deliver inspirational ideas
from our 16 Under 16 ambassadors
in school. These can be accessed
via eco-schools.org.uk

Ethical Trading Policy
We recognise that the factories that
produce goods for David Luke,
may have different legal & cultural
environments in which they
operate throughout the world,
however we have an Ethical
Trading Policy that sets the basic
requirements that all factories must
meet. In order to do business,
David Luke asks that all of our
suppliers adhere to the Ethical
Trading Initiative and should expect
to be inspected regularly. The
provisions of this code constitute
minimum and not maximum
standards and this code should
not be used to prevent companies
from exceeding these standards.
In summary, the policy
requirements are: No child labour,
no discrimination, no excessive
working hours, no forced labour,
safe and hygienic workplace,
freedom of association, fair wages
and regular employment.
Supply Chain
We have a dedicated Sustainability
Lead at David Luke who has been
working hard to create a Supply
Chain Map which incorporates our
production cycle, raw materials
and end of use options. Typically a
business of our nature might work
to Supply Chain Tier 1 (Final product
manufacturing) however we are
striving for transparency at Tier 2
(Material manufacturing) Tier 3
(Raw material processing and
production) and in some cases Tier
4 (in-direct service providers). Our
ambition is to make improvements
within the supply chain and achieve
full transparency at each Tier.

Demonstrating Sustainability
through SCS Accreditation
Armed with the confidence of
our eco-credentials, in 2018 we
embarked on the process of
becoming SCS Accredited to enable
us to demonstrate that we have
achieved the highest environmental,
social, and quality standards for our
products. SCS certification is to prove
that the polyester we use in our
products comes from post consumer
waste. We can now proudly

Motivated by a desire to put youth social
action at the core of our sustainability
communications, in 2018 we launched a
nationwide search to find the UK’s most
inspiring young environmentalists.
incorporate the globally recognised
SCS Kingfisher Certification Mark
across all marketing materials and
customer facing resources. We are the
only schoolwear brand that can claim
it has achieved SCS Accreditation.
16 Under 16
Motivated by a desire to put youth
social action at the core of our
sustainability communications,
in 2018 we launched a nationwide
search to find the UK’s most inspiring
young environmentalists. Branded as
’16 Under 16’ the search enabled us
to engage 16 of the most incredible
young people to help us bring depth
and meaning to our eco-uniform
story. To date, our 16 Under 16
ambassadors have appeared in
The Daily Telegraph, The Guardian,
Newsround, Teach Secondary and
CWB making their voices heard on
subjects including Closing the
Fashion Loop and Why Eco-uniform
Matters. Our work with these young
people forms the foundation of our
vision for sustainability practices that
truly reflect the wishes of the
generation who stand to inherit
our planet.

Adding Value Through
Sustainability
If you’ve been asked to identify
additional activities or potential
opportunities that may add
significant value for the School,
why not share a copy of our
brand new lesson plan ‘Saving
the planet one blazer at a time’.
Developed in collaboration with
a teaching professional, we’ve
created a practical and engaging
plan for KS1 and KS2 students
including presentation slides and
teacher notes. The lesson takes
students on a journey through the
manufacturing process identifying
how recycled polyester is made
and its impact on the fashion
cycle. Our lesson plan is free to
use and can be requested via our
marketing team.

To request further information about any
of the sustainability topics we’ve outlined
in this article or for guidance with your
tender submission, please drop me a line
Jamie.morley@davidluke.com

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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16 UNDER 16
ONE YEAR ON
Motivated by a desire to put youth social action at the core of
our sustainability communications, in 2018 we launched a
nationwide search, called 16 Under 16 to ﬁnd the UK’s most
inspiring young environmentalists.
When we assembled our incredible 16 Under 16 crew in 2018, we could see
that the power of youth social action was pulsing through a generation.
The emergence of activist Greta Thunberg in 2019 thrust young voices into the
spotlight and made our group of keen environmentalists more relevant and
important than we could ever have imagined. Over the past year we’ve watched in
awe as they have continued to take action in their local communities. To celebrate
their achievements, we’d like to share some of their highlights with you.

Drew
One of the local independent councillors in
Bishopstoke has been a great champion of
Drew and in July of last year she invited him
to come and talk to the parish council
about his work, as a result the council have
bought litter picking equipment that can be
loaned out to people who want to pick up
litter around Bishopstoke. Drew now takes
part in monthly community litter picks,
using this equipment. Drew has run a stall at
the Bishopstoke carnival and talked to
locals about litter picking and all aspects of
recycling, reducing and reusing.
Drew has also spoken to the local WI about
his work and most recently this July was
invited to the Eastleigh borough councils
environmental meeting where he spoke
passionately about climate change and
plastic pollution. He pleaded with those in
charge of the council to act and protect the
planet he is growing up in. Eastleigh
borough council have since stated that they
are officially declaring a climate emergency.
10
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Elizabeth
Elizabeth has continued to carry out
numerous litter picks, including twelve
with The Little Collector Crew, which
celebrated its 2nd anniversary, and The
Great British Spring Clean. She has won a
number of awards including; Prime
Minister’s Point of Light award, Keep
Britain Tidy ‘Young Litter Hero of the Year’,
Wirral Life ‘Pride of Wirral’ Bronze award
and Liverpool Echo ‘Young Environmental
Champion.’ Elizabeth gets a little
embarrassed about the attention these
awards bring but is beginning to
understand that it helps to spread her
message and increase the impact. She has
run a Plastic Free July campaign through
her Facebook page and is about to
launch a campaign to encourage more
water bottle refill stations, through the
‘Refill’ app.”

Jessica
“A year has gone by since I became one of
the 16 under 16s and the Bertie Bottle
campaign continues to raise awareness of
the problems of litter and single use plastics.
We have been invited to speak on our local
radio to talk about the work of Bertie Bottle,
attended local events and talked with my
local Cub Scouts. Working with our Parish
Council and local businesses, we have set
up a monthly community litter pick and as
there is a problem with dog fouling where
I live, we have decided to put up dog poo
bag dispensers around our local area.
In the future, we are looking to contact
more local businesses to join the Bertie
Bottle campaign and continue and develop
our litter picks. Please recycle your plastic,
lets keep our oceans fantastic!”

Heather
“Over the last year I have encouraged my
local town to collect over 10,000 crisp
packets to send to Terracycle. The money
raised from this is going to my towns local
charity. I have led sessions for local
community groups to educate them about
the environmental challenges we face.
I was invited by David Luke to an
Eco-schools conference in Blackburn.
Whenever I speak to people about the
environment I tell them why David Luke’s
uniform is great to wear! I have continued
to do my favourite thing- Litter picking!
I continue my challenge to make my town
litter free! Together we can make a
difference! #Abagadaykeepsthelitteraway”

STOCK BLAZERS
JACKETS & SUITS

STOCK
BLAZERS,
JACKETS &
SUITS
Durable Eco-blazers
that don’t cost the Earth
Made from recycled plastic bottles, our blazers &
jackets are both sustainable and practical to meet the
needs of the modern school or academy.
Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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STOCK BLAZERS
JACKETS & SUITS

CHOOSING YOUR STOCK
BLAZER OR JACKET
Stock blazers and jackets can offer the flexibility to buy them as
near to the point of sale as possible, improving retail cash flow
and stock flow. And by adding school-specific enhancements,
an individual look for schools is easily achieved.
Step 1: Choose your fabric

Step 2: Choose your garment style

Eco-fabric

Traditional blazers

All our polyester blazers are made
from Eco-fabric. It is the fabric of
choice for sustainably minded schools
wanting to demonstrate the collective responsibility
we all share for our communities and environment.

Traditional blazers with 3 patch pockets offer the
conventional look for schools. With front darts for
a slimmer fit, structured padding and interlinings,
David Luke blazers are the go-to choice for wellmade, durable blazers. Find out more on page 14.

The man made fabric is manufactured from non
biodegradable plastic drinking bottles, which would
otherwise end up in landfill.

Jackets

Colours available in our Eco-blazer & jacket range.
Black

Maroon

Royal

Navy

Marl
Grey

Green

Dark Marl
Grey

NON ECOFABRIC

Other fabrics in our stocked blazer and jacket
ranges include:
Poly / wool suiting – Page 17-19
Pinstripe suiting – Page 19
Poly / viscose hopsack weave blazers – Page 20
Black

Navy

Jackets are an updated styling of the traditional
blazer and with pupils taking more of a say in styles
they like to wear, jackets are growing more popular
each year. See the popular Eco fabric jackets on
page 15.
Suiting
Suiting is available for schools that want to achieve
a corporate look. Matching our polyviscose jackets
to stock skirts and trousers is a developing trend
for schools, with the polywool and pinstripe suits
regularly selected for sixth forms.
Step 3: Choose your embroidery
Our stocked blazers and jackets come with zip
access for easy embroidery application. We are able
to offer this enhancement to turn the blazers and
jackets into the school’s own branded garment.
•	Origination FREE whether badged @source or UK
•	@source minimums 100, UK just 20
(surcharge for less)
•	Lead times determined by approval date
and time of year, confirmed on ordering
• Fast UK repeats, typically 2 weeks
•	Traditional badging or new ideas to suit
your schools

12
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STOCK BLAZERS
JACKETS & SUITS

Step 4: Choose your taping
For effective tailoring of the blazer or jacket to
further brand it to a school, we offer various taping
options to give a final finish.
•	@source minimum 100, UK just 20
•	Lead times determined by approval date and time
of year
•	Standard stock colours are available, non stock
on request with increased lead times
•	We offer taping options A (collar only), B (collar
& lapel) and C (all edges except pocket & cuff).
Option B is most popular
Colours available in our stocked blazer &
jacket range.

Example tape swatches you can choose from.
Colours are an indication only.

Fast mock-up service
Mock-ups are a great way to pull together the
uniform your school is looking for and help them
make a decision. With CAD drawings, we can
present a variety of options, including inserting
the school logo and providing colour matches.
It’s a great tool to win new business.
Samples
For schools wishing to see a finished garment
or options for them to consider, we can produce
examples or final sample garments subject to
trims and embroidery design availability.

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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STOCK BLAZERS
JACKETS & SUITS

ECO-BLAZERS

SCS Global Services have certified
that 100% of the polyester we use in
our Eco-blazers & jackets contains
post-consumer waste.

ECO-POLYESTER TWILL

MADE WITH 100% RECYCLED CONTENT
POST-CONSUMER

Boys Eco-blazer – DL 1990
• 100% Polyester
•	Fabric made from
recycled plastic bottles
(polyester twill)
•	Front darts for a
slimmer fit
• Unique labelling
• Contrast lining
CHEST

• Striped sleeve lining
•	Cloth jetted inside
pockets
• Mobile phone pocket
• Side vents
• ID pocket
•	Easy access side zip
for embroidery

22 – 37" 38 – 48" 50 – 52"

LONG AND STURDY FITTINGS ARE AVAILABLE AS LTD IN A RANGE
OF COLOURS AND EVEN SIZES, CONTACT US FOR MORE DETAILS.
Black

Maroon

Royal

Navy

Green

Purple

Dk Marl
Grey

Marl
Grey
NON ECOFABRIC

Girls Eco-blazer – DL 1991
• 100% Polyester
•	Fabric made from
recycled plastic bottles
(polyester twill)
• Unique labelling
• Contrast lining
• Striped sleeve lining
CHEST

• Plain back
•	Cloth jetted inside
pockets
• Mobile phone pocket
• ID pocket
•	Easy access side zip
for embroidery

22 – 37" 38 – 48"

LONG AND STURDY FITTINGS ARE AVAILABLE AS LTD IN A RANGE
OF COLOURS AND EVEN SIZES, CONTACT US FOR MORE DETAILS.
Black

Maroon

Royal

Navy

Green

Purple

Dk Marl
Grey

Marl
Grey
NON ECOFABRIC

Take advantage of priority ordering at: davidluketrade.com For further details on the
benefits of ordering online, see page 46. You can also order by phone: 0161 272 7474
or by email at: sales@davidluke.com

%
0% VAT INFORMATION

STOCK ALL YEAR ROUND

LIMITED STOCK AVAILABILITY

MADE TO ORDER

SUPPLIED ON HANGERS

Sizes highlighted in blue are zero rated
VAT and held out for sale for age 13
years and younger.

We are investing in even higher stocks,
to make sure we give you the best
service in the schoolwear market.
There will always be more arriving soon,
in the unlikely event that we run out of
a size or colour.

No minimums. A significant stock
investment, but ultimately limited
availability. These styles or colours need
to be forward ordered to be sure of
stock, with the possibility of sizes selling
out around back to school if demand
exceeds our forecast.

Made to order garments with lead times
and minimums. This can differ by fabric
or product, but we’re always working to
reduce both. Please check the specific
product information in the appropriate
section of the catalogue.

Indicates supplied on hangers.
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ECO-POLYESTER TWILL

Embroidery available,
see page 58

Boys Eco-jacket – DL 1994
• 100% Polyester
•	Fabric made from
recycled plastic bottles
(polyester twill)
• Unique labelling
• Contrast lining
• Striped sleeve lining

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

26 – 36" (1" rise)

CHEST

Back vent
Front pockets
Welt chest pocket
Easy access for embroidery
Cloth jetted inside pocket
Mobile phone pocket
Front darts for a slimmer fit
38 – 48" (2" rise)

50 – 52" (2" rise)

AVAILABLE IN LONG AS LTD FOR BLACK AND NAVY
IN EVEN SIZES 34-44 ONLY.
Black

Navy

Royal

Purple

Green

Dk Marl
Grey

Marl
Grey

Maroon

NON ECOFABRIC

Girls Eco-jacket – DL 1995
• 100% Polyester
•	Fabric made from
recycled plastic bottles
(polyester twill)
• Unique labelling
• Contrast lining
• Striped sleeve lining
CHEST
Black

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

26 – 36" (1" rise)
Navy

Royal

Shaped lapel
2 Button detail
Plain back
Easy access for embroidery
Cloth jetted inside pocket
Mobile phone pocket
Front darts for a slimmer fit
38 – 48" (2" rise)

Purple

Green

Dk Marl
Grey

Marl
Grey

Maroon

NON ECOFABRIC

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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STOCK BLAZERS
JACKETS & SUITS

ECO-JACKETS

100% of polyester content is
from recycled plastic bottles

STOCK BLAZERS
JACKETS & SUITS

ECO-TROUSER & SKIRTS

SCS Global Services have certified
that 100% of the polyester we use in
our Eco-blazers & jackets contains
post-consumer waste.

ECO-POLYESTER TWILL

NEW

Senior Eco-trouser – DL 990

• 100% Polyester
• Jetted back pocket
• Zipped security pocket
WAIST

25"

LENGTH

•	Internal waist adjuster
•	Single hook & bar with
button extension
26"

R

INSIDE LEG

S

27"

R

L

S

30"

LENGTH

S

INSIDE LEG

R

L

S

29"

R

31"
L

XL

S

34"
S

INSIDE LEG

28"
L

S

R

L

R

32"
L

S

R

L

XL

30" 32" 34" 36" 30" 32" 34" 30" 32" 34" 36"

WAIST
LENGTH

R

• Flat front
• Half lined to the knee

26" 26" 28" 30" 27" 29" 31" 28" 30" 32" 28" 30" 32"

WAIST

Dk Marl
Grey

R

36"
L

XL

R

L

38"
XL

R

L

40"
XL

R

42"
L

R

L

30" 32" 34" 36" 32" 34" 36" 32" 34" 36" 32" 34" 32" 34"
Black

Navy

NEW

Senior straight Eco-skirt – DL 991
• 100% Polyester
• Pleated back vent opening
• Concealed back zip fastening
WAIST
LENGTH

•
•
•
•
•

Senior stitched down knife pleat Eco-skirt – DL 992

100% Polyester
Button & zip fastening at the back
Length 18" up to 32" waist only
Length 24" starts from waist 32"
Internal waist adjuster
WAIST

22 - 28" (2" rise)

LENGTH

18"

20"

18"

20"

WAIST
LENGTH
Dk Marl
Grey

16

22"

30"
18"

20"

24"

20"

32"

Black

Product Catalogue 2020

22"
Navy

22"

34 - 38" (2" rise)
22"

24"

• Internal waist adjuster
• Shape defining back panels
• Fully lined

22" – 28" (2" rise)
20"

Dk Marl
Grey

NEW

MADE WITH 100% RECYCLED CONTENT
POST-CONSUMER

Black

22"
Navy

30" – 38" (2" rise)
20"

22"

POLYESTER / WOOL

Embroidery available,
see page 58

Boys Academia jacket – DL 1970
• 55% Polyester / 45% wool
• Contemporary slim lapel
•	Slanted pockets with flaps
& 3rd jetted pocket
• Welt chest pocket
• Darts for semi-fitted shape
26 – 36" (1" rise)

CHEST

Black

•
•
•
•
•
•

4 button cuff
Side vents
Striped sleeve lining
Easy access for embroidery
Cloth jetted inside pockets
Mobile phone pocket
38 – 48" (2" rise)

50 – 52" (2" rise)
Navy

Girls Academia jacket – DL 1971
•
•
•
•
•

55% Polyester / 45% wool
Contemporary slim lapel
Slanted pockets with flaps
Darts for semi-fitted shape
3 button cuff
CHEST
Black

•
•
•
•
•

26 – 36" (1" rise)

Back vent
Striped sleeve lining
Easy access for embroidery
Cloth jetted inside pockets
Mobile phone pocket

38 – 48" (2" rise)

Navy

Take advantage of priority ordering at: davidluketrade.com For further details on the
benefits of ordering online, see page 46. You can also order by phone: 0161 272 7474
or by email at: sales@davidluke.com

%
0% VAT INFORMATION

STOCK ALL YEAR ROUND

LIMITED STOCK AVAILABILITY

MADE TO ORDER

SUPPLIED ON HANGERS

Sizes highlighted in blue are zero rated
VAT and held out for sale for age 13
years and younger.

We are investing in even higher stocks,
to make sure we give you the best
service in the schoolwear market.
There will always be more arriving soon,
in the unlikely event that we run out of
a size or colour.

No minimums. A significant stock
investment, but ultimately limited
availability. These styles or colours need
to be forward ordered to be sure of
stock, with the possibility of sizes selling
out around back to school if demand
exceeds our forecast.

Made to order garments with lead times
and minimums. This can differ by fabric
or product, but we’re always working to
reduce both. Please check the specific
product information in the appropriate
section of the catalogue.

Indicates supplied on hangers.

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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STOCK BLAZERS
JACKETS & SUITS

ACADEMIA JACKETS

100% of polyester content is
from recycled plastic bottles

STOCK BLAZERS
JACKETS & SUITS

ACADEMIA TROUSERS & SKIRT
POLYESTER / WOOL

Boys slim fit Academia trousers – DL 1976
• 55% Polyester / 45% wool
• Jetted back pocket
• Zipped security pocket
WAIST

25"

LENGTH

R

INSIDE LEG

26"
S

R

27"
L

S

R

28"
L

S

29"

R

L

S

R

L

26" 26" 28" 30" 27" 29" 31" 28" 30" 32" 28" 30" 32"

WAIST

30"

LENGTH

S

INSIDE LEG

R

31"
L

XL

S

R

32"
L

S

R

L

XL

30" 32" 34" 36" 30" 32" 34" 30" 32" 34" 36"

WAIST

34"

LENGTH

S

INSIDE LEG
Black

•	Single hook & bar with
button extension
•	Flat front

R

36"
L

XL

R

L

38"
XL

R

L

40"
XL

R

42"
L

R

L

30" 32" 34" 36" 32" 34" 36" 32" 34" 36" 32" 34" 32" 34"
Navy

Academia skirt – DL 1979
• 55% Polyester / 45% wool
• Pleated back vent opening
• Concealed back zip fastening
WAIST

22" – 28" (2" rise)

LENGTH
Black

18
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• Shape defining back panels
• Fully lined

20"
Navy

22"

30" – 38" (2" rise)
20"

22"

POLYESTER / WOOL

Embroidery available,
see page 58

Girls pinstripe jacket – DL 1987
•
•
•
•

50% Polyester / 50% wool
Shaped lapel
Jetted front pockets
2 button detail
CHEST

• Plain back
• Easy access to embroidery
• Mobile phone pocket

26 – 36" (1" rise)

38 – 48" (2" rise)

Navy

Pinstripe skirt – DL 988
• 50% Polyester / 50% wool
• Concealed back zip fastening
WAIST
LENGTH

•	Shape defining back panels
• Fully lined

22" – 28" (2" rise)
20"

22"

30" – 38" (2" rise)
20"

22"

Navy

Girls slim fit pinstripe trousers – DL 989
• 50% Polyester / 50% wool
• Slim fit leg
• No belt loops
WAIST
LENGTH
INSIDE LEG

24"
R

•	Single hook & bar with
button extension

26"
L

R

28"
L

R

30"
L

R

32"
L

R

34"
L

R

36"
L

R

L

26" 28" 30" 32" 30" 32" 30" 32" 30" 32" 30" 32" 30" 32"

Navy

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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STOCK BLAZERS
JACKETS & SUITS

GIRLS PINSTRIPE SUIT

STOCK BLAZERS
JACKETS & SUITS

HOPSACK WEAVE BLAZERS
POLYESTER / VISCOSE – HOPSACK WEAVE

Embroidery available,
see page 58

Boys hopsack blazer – DL 1992
•	65% Polyester/
35% viscose
• Lining 100% Polyester
• Side vents
•	Cloth jetted inside pockets

• Striped sleeve lining
• Mobile phone pocket
• ID pocket
•	Easy side access zip
for embroidery

AVAILABLE AS PLAIN, BADGED UK OR BADGED AT SOURCE.

24 - 36" (2" rise)

CHEST

Black

38 - 48" 50 - 52"
Navy

Girls hopsack blazer – DL 1993
•	65% Polyester/
35% viscose
• Lining 100% Polyester
• Plain back
•	Cloth jetted inside
pockets

• Striped sleeve lining
• Mobile phone pocket
• ID pocket
• 	Easy side access zip
for embroidery

AVAILABLE AS PLAIN, BADGED UK OR BADGED AT SOURCE.

24 - 36" (2" rise)

CHEST

38 - 48"

Black

Navy

Classic P/V hopsack blazers
The poly/viscose hopsack blazer
is available in black and navy from
stock and offers an alternative for
schools looking to upgrade the
quality of their blazer fabric.

This style of blazer shares the
same fantastic features as the
Eco-blazer, with the internal
mobile phone pocket.

ID pocket and the patented badger
system for easy embroidering.
For information on badging these
blazers, see page 12.

%
0% VAT INFORMATION

STOCK ALL YEAR ROUND

LIMITED STOCK AVAILABILITY

MADE TO ORDER

SUPPLIED ON HANGERS

Sizes highlighted in blue are zero rated
VAT and held out for sale for age 13
years and younger.

We are investing in even higher stocks,
to make sure we give you the best
service in the schoolwear market.
There will always be more arriving soon,
in the unlikely event that we run out of
a size or colour.

No minimums. A significant stock
investment, but ultimately limited
availability. These styles or colours need
to be forward ordered to be sure of
stock, with the possibility of sizes selling
out around back to school if demand
exceeds our forecast.

Made to order garments with lead times
and minimums. This can differ by fabric
or product, but we’re always working to
reduce both. Please check the specific
product information in the appropriate
section of the catalogue.

Indicates supplied on hangers.
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INDEPENDENT BLAZERS
& JACKETS

INDEPENDENT
BLAZERS &
JACKETS
Quality and prestige
to wear with pride
The Independent Collection makes it easier
for you to design a prestigious, distinctive
uniform for your independent schools.

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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CHOOSING YOUR
INDEPENDENT
BLAZER OR JACKET
INDEPENDENT BLAZERS
& JACKETS

Our Independent blazers and jackets offer a bespoke
alternative to schools that require an entirely personalised
look. The garments are made to order with decades of
manufacturing experience, producing the most durable
and prestigious look a school could want.
Step 1: Choose your fabric (pages 24-25)

Step 3: Choose your design details (pages 28)

The fabrics available are summarised below.
More information is available on pages 24-25
about various fabric qualities available in this range.

Specific features of garments can be tailored to
your individual requirements as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Wool
Tweed
Poly/wool and poly/wool elastane
Poly/viscose and poly/viscose elastane
Wool cotton stripes
Polyester

Don’t forget, for each of the above options, the price
point of the fabric and the stock availability of the
colour are important considerations that can impact
on the overall cost of the bespoke blazer.
Step 2: Choose your style (pages 28-29)

•
•
•
•

Linings: stock colour or bespoke design
Vents: side double, centre single or vents
Pockets: patch, jetted, flaps and positions
Buttons: stock or bespoke and how many

Step 4: Choose your enhancements (pages 30)
Final enhancements and embellishments help
you create a customised jacket or blazer.
Please consider the following:
• Embroidery: digitised image needed
•	Tape/cord/piping choices: standard colour
or special dye
• Tape/cord/piping: positioning

Traditional blazers
Traditional blazers with three patch pockets with
front darts for a slimmer fit, structured padding
and interlinings offer a classic look for schools.
Our blazers are the go-to choice when it comes
to well-made, durable schoolwear.
Modern jackets
Modern jackets are an updated styling of the
traditional blazer. Our jackets are growing more
popular each year as style-conscious pupils take
a say in the uniforms they wear.
Special options
Special options and styles are available to create
truly unique jackets and blazers. See page 29
for details.

Example tape swatches you can choose from.
Colours are an indication only.

Fast mock-up service
Mock-ups are a great way to pull together the
uniform your school is looking for and help them
make a decision. With CAD drawings we can present
a variety of options, including inserting the school
logo and providing colour matches. It’s a great tool
to win new business.
Samples
For schools wishing to see a finished garment
or options for them to consider, we can produce
examples or final sample garments subject to trims
and embroidery design availability.
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INDEPENDENT BLAZERS
& JACKETS

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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CHOOSE
DAVID LUKE WOOL
INDEPENDENT BLAZERS
& JACKETS

With many prestigious and
traditional schools requiring
wool blazers for their
schools, David Luke is the
choice for this exceptional
quality fabric.

It’s all in the blend

The wool is first
carbonised to eliminate
impurities, and then
carefully washed.

The fibre blend is sent
through the carding
process. This eliminates
the fibres that are too
short and gently aligns the
rest to ensure consistency.

The spinning process
follows precise
mathematical rules
to create yarn of a
consistent diameter.

The warping machine
prepares the beam for
the weaving, then the
warp, together, with
the yarn are woven.

Using moisture, heat
and pressure, the
surface opens up,
resulting in a controlled
and even shrinkage
creating a compact and
wind-resistant structure.

A colour matching
procedure ensures
consistent dye batches.
The dye recipes have
to be closely controlled
and varied according
to the behaviour of the
wool between each lot.

The fabric then goes
through a steam
pressure treatment
process at a temperature
of around 120 degrees,
which ensures the wool
will not revert to its
pre-finished state.

The wool we produce
at David Luke is
manufactured to the
highest specification
and will withstand
the test of time.

24
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We use a blend of fine wool for softness and warmth
together with slightly coarser wool to add shine
and body to the finished fabric. Blending specific
different fibre lengths creates a strong, full, even and
round yarn to optimise a consistent dyeing process
and final consistent finished presentation.

CHOOSE
OTHER FABRICS
INDEPENDENT BLAZERS
& JACKETS

Poly/wool
For a superior suiting look, the Poly/wool fabrics we
use incorporate natural wool fibre with the durability
of polyester to perform throughout the school year.
(Also available with Elastane.)
Tweed
A quality to match the rigours and demands
of schoolwear fabrics, whilst giving schools an
individual identity with classic niche tailoring.
Wool/cotton stripes
Our Venetian stripes range remains popular with
many schools wanting a truly distinctive look.
The cotton adds strength and durability with
bespoke designs giving a differentiated look
for any school choosing this fabric.
Poly/viscose
This fabric offers an extremely durable,
washable and easy care cloth. The hopsack
weave provides a textured feel to the fabric
as an enhancement to a standard polyester
fabric. (Also available with Elastane.)
Polyester
Offering extreme durability, polyester is
hard wearing for the rigours of everyday
wear. The superior polyester we use in
our Independent blazers has a barathea
weave to provide a soft handle and
structured finish.

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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INDEPENDENT BLAZERS
& JACKETS

ADD QUALITY
EMBROIDERY
Quality embroidery
Embroidery is typically placed on the breast pocket
but with more modern jacket styling, the lapel or
pocket flap are also becoming more popular.
With the digital file of the school logo, many
options can be explored to present the school
with updated and stylish branding.
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INDEPENDENT BLAZERS
& JACKETS

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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CHOOSE INDEPENDENT
BLAZER & JACKET STYLES

Traditional boys & girls blazer
INDEPENDENT BLAZERS
& JACKETS

• 3 patch pocket
• Striped sleeve lining
• Cloth jetted inside pocket
MANY VENETIAN STRIPES ARE AVAILABLE
OR DESIGN YOUR OWN.

CHEST

24 - 37" 38 - 48" 50 - 52"

Modern boys jacket
• Mock jetted pockets
• Striped sleeve lining
• Cloth jetted inside pocket
MANY VENETIAN STRIPES ARE AVAILABLE OR DESIGN YOUR OWN.

CHEST

Step 3: Choose your design details
•	Pockets – they can have a variety of designs – patch,
jetted, with flaps, slanted, mock, to name a few.
•	
Buttons – choose whether 2 or 3 buttons and also
the style of button the school would like.
•	
Lining – the lining can be closely matched to
the shade of the blazer or jacket or can be made into
a design feature. Some ideas are a bright contrast
lining or a bespoke printed lining, specific to
the school.
•	Vents – whether none, 1 or 2, the back vents will often
fall in line with the garment design selected but can
also be specified.
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24 - 37" 38 - 48" 50 - 52"

CHOOSE INDEPENDENT
JACKET STYLES

Rubes jacket - special
55% polyester / 45% wool
Slanted pockets with flaps
1 button detail
3 panel front

INDEPENDENT BLAZERS
& JACKETS

•
•
•
•

• 4 panel back with vent
• Striped sleeve lining
• Cloth jetted inside pocket

OTHER FABRICS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

CHEST

24 - 37" 38 - 48" 50 - 52"

Riding jacket - special
• 55% polyester / 45% wool
• Shorter style jacket
•	Slanted pockets
with flaps
• 3 button detail
• 2 piece front with darts

• Side vents
• Cuff button
• Striped sleeve lining
•	Cloth jetted
inside pockets

OTHER FABRICS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

CHEST

24 - 37" 38 - 48" 50 - 52"

Modern fit jacket - special
•
•
•
•

55% polyester / 45% wool
Slanted jetted pockets
2 button detail
Front seams

• Plain back
• Striped sleeve lining
•	Cloth jetted inside
pockets

OTHER FABRICS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

CHEST

24 - 37" 38 - 48" 50 - 52"

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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ADD
ENHANCEMENTS
INDEPENDENT BLAZERS
& JACKETS

Blazers or jackets can be embellished with the school logo
and finishing touches such as taped lapels, pockets and
cuffs. There are a wide number of combinations schools can
choose for the placement as well as an extensive selection
of cord, tape and braid.
Embroidery is typically placed on the breast pocket
but with more modern jacket styling, the lapel
or pocket flap are also becoming more popular.
With the digital file of the school logo, many options
can be explored to present the school with updated
and stylish branding.
David Luke can make ordering your bespoke blazers
and jackets straightforward so talk to us with your
enquiry and we can work through the steps together
to achieve the best look around.
Give us a call and tell us what
you need on: 0161 272 7474.
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SHORTS &
TROUSERS

BOYS
SHORTS &
TROUSERS
Our Eco-uniform
is best in class
Find the right trouser fit
for your customers; slim,
regular & sturdy styles for
both junior and senior.
Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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JUNIOR SHORTS
ECO-POLYESTER / VISCOSE – WORSTED WOVEN

SCS Global Services have
certified that 30% of the
polyester we use in our boys
trousers & shorts contains
post-consumer waste.

MINIMUM 30% RECYCLED CONTENT
POST-CONSUMER

Flat front pull up shorts – DL 940
•	65% Polyester / 35%
viscose (worsted woven)
• Side pockets

• Mock fly
• No belt loops
•	Half elasticated waist

WAIST

20" 21" 22" 23" 24"

AGE

3/4 4/5 5/6 7/8 8/9 9/10
Grey

Black

Charcoal

Brown
NON
ECOFABRIC

25"

Navy
NON
ECOFABRIC

SHORTS &
TROUSERS

Flat front classic shorts – DL 946
•	65% Polyester / 35%
viscose (worsted woven)
• Side pockets
• Fully lined
WAIST

20" 21" 22" 23" 24"

AGE

3/4 4/5 5/6 7/8 8/9 9/10 10/11 11/12 12/13

WAIST

30" 32" 34" 36"

Grey

Brown

Navy

NON ECO- NON ECOFABRIC
FABRIC

Flat front, bermuda length shorts – DL 947
•	65% Polyester / 35%
viscose (worsted woven)
• Fully lined
• No belt loops

• Half elasticated waist
• Single hook & bar
• Side pockets

WAIST

20" 21" 22" 23" 24"

AGE

3/4 4/5 5/6 7/8 8/9 9/10 10/11 11/12 12/13

WAIST

30" 32" 34" 36" 38"

Charcoal

Grey

Black

Brown

25"

Navy

NON ECO- NON ECOFABRIC
FABRIC
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26"

27"

28"

• No belt loops
• Half elasticated waist
• Single hook & bar

25"

Black

26"

Charcoal

27"

28"

JUNIOR TROUSERS
ECO-POLYESTER / VISCOSE – WORSTED WOVEN

30% of polyester content is
from recycled plastic bottles

SLIM FIT, flat front pull up trousers – DL 939
•	65% Polyester / 35%
viscose (worsted woven)
• Side pockets
WAIST

• Mock fly
• Half elasticated waist

20" 21" 22" 23" 24" 25"

INSIDE LEG

14" 15" 16" 18" 21"

AGE

3/4 4/5 5/6 7/8 8/9 9/10

Grey

Black

Charcoal

Brown

23"

Navy

NON ECO- NON ECOFABRIC
FABRIC

SHORTS &
TROUSERS

SLIM FIT, flat front trousers – DL 944
•	65% Polyester / 35%
viscose (worsted
woven)

• Side pockets
•	Pull ups up to age 5/6
• Half elasticated waist

•	Single hook & bar with
zip from age 6/7
• Belt loops

AGE

1/2

2/3

3/4

4/5

5/6

6/7

WAIST

19"

20"

20"

21"

22"

22.5"

LENGTH

R

R

R

INSIDE LEG

15"

16"

18"

AGE

7/8

8/9

9/10

10/11

11/12

12/13

WAIST

23"

24"

25"

26"

27"

28"

LENGTH

S

INSIDE LEG
Black

R

S

R

S

S

R

S

R

R

16" 19" 17" 20"

R

S

R

S

R

20"

S

R

20" 22" 22" 24" 23" 25" 25" 26" 27" 28" 28" 29"

Charcoal

Grey

Navy
NON ECOFABRIC

STURDY FIT, flat front trousers – DL 944 (S)
•	65% Polyester / 35%
viscose (worsted woven)
• Side pockets
• Pull ups upto age 5/6

• Half elasticated waist
•	Single hook & bar with
zip from age 6/7
• Belt loops

AGE

4/5

5/6

6/7

7/8

8/9

9/10

10/11

11/12

12/13

WAIST

21"

22"

22.5"

23"

24"

25"

26"

27"

28"

LENGTH
INSIDE LEG
Black

Charcoal

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

14"

15"

16"

17"

20"

22"

23"

25"

25"

Grey

Navy
NON ECOFABRIC

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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SENIOR TROUSERS

SCS Global Services have
certified that 30% of the
polyester we use in our boys
trousers & shorts contains
post-consumer waste.

ECO-POLYESTER / VISCOSE – WORSTED WOVEN

MINIMUM 30% RECYCLED CONTENT
POST-CONSUMER

REGULAR FIT, flat front trousers – DL 943
•	65% Polyester / 35%
viscose (worsted woven)
• Side pockets
• Half elasticated waist
WAIST

27" 28"

LENGTH

R

INSIDE LEG

R

29"
S

R

L

36"

LENGTH

S

INSIDE LEG

30"
S

32"

R

L

S

R

34"
L

S

R

L

26" 26" 26" 28" 30" 26" 28" 30" 27" 29" 32" 27" 29" 32"

WAIST

SHORTS &
TROUSERS

Black

• Belt loops
•	Single hook & bar with
button extension

R

38"
L

S

R

40"
L

S

42"

R

R

27" 29" 32" 27" 29" 32" 27" 29" 29"

Charcoal

Grey

Navy
NON ECOFABRIC

ULTRA SLIM FIT, flat front trousers – DL 955
•	65% Polyester / 35% viscose
(worsted woven)
• Side pockets
• Jetted back pocket
WAIST

26"

LENGTH

S

INSIDE LEG

27"
R

S

R

28"
L

31"

LENGTH

S

INSIDE LEG

•	65% Polyester/ 35%
viscose (worsted woven)
• Senior fit
• Flat front
• Belt loops

WAIST

Black

34

Charcoal

•	Single hook & bar
• Unlined
• Bermuda length
• Internal waist adjuster

21"

22"

23"

24"

25"

26"

27"

28"

29"

30"

32"

34"

36"

38"

Grey

Product Catalogue 2020

R

R

32"

L

S

R

30"
L

L

S

R

34"
L

S

R

36"
L

R

L

30" 32" 34" 30" 32" 34" 30" 32" 34" 32" 34"
Grey

Charcoal

Navy
NON ECOFABRIC

Senior bermuda shorts – DL 945

S

29"
S

R

L

26" 28" 27" 29" 31" 28" 30" 32" 28" 30" 32" 30" 32" 34"

WAIST

Black

• Internal waist adjuster
• Belt loops
•	Single hook & bar
with button extension

SENIOR TROUSERS
ECO-POLYESTER / VISCOSE – WORSTED WOVEN

30% of polyester content is
from recycled plastic bottles

SLIM FIT, flat front trousers – DL 959
•	65% Polyester / 35%
viscose (worsted woven)
• Side pockets
WAIST

24" 25"

LENGTH

R

INSIDE LEG

R

26"
S

R

27"
L

32"

LENGTH

S

INSIDE LEG

S

R

•	Single hook & bar
with button extension

28"
L

S

R

29"
L

S

30"

R

L

S

R

31"

L

XL

S

R

L

24" 26" 26" 28" 30" 27" 29" 31" 28" 30" 32" 28" 30" 32" 30" 32" 34" 36" 30" 32" 34"

WAIST

R

34"
L

XL

S

R

L

36"
XL

R

L

38"
XL

R

L

40"
XL

R

42"

L

R

L

30" 32" 34" 36" 30" 32" 34" 36" 32" 34" 36" 32" 34" 36" 32" 34" 32" 34"

Charcoal

Grey

Navy

Brown

NON ECOFABRIC

NON ECOFABRIC

SHORTS &
TROUSERS

Black

• Jetted back pocket
• Zipped security pocket
• Internal waist adjuster

REGULAR FIT, flat front trousers – DL 958
•	65% Polyester / 35%
viscose (worsted woven)
• Side pockets
WAIST
LENGTH
INSIDE LEG

23" 24"
R

LENGTH

25"
S

R

26"
L

S

R

•	Single hook & bar
with button extension

27"
L

S

R

28"
L

S

29"

R

L

S

R

30"
L

S

R

31"

L XL S

R

L XL

23" 24" 24" 26" 28" 26" 28" 30" 27" 29" 31" 28" 30" 32" 28" 30" 32" 30" 32" 34" 36" 30" 32" 34" 36"

WAIST

INSIDE LEG

R

• Jetted back pocket
• Zipped security pocket
• Internal waist adjuster

32"
S

R

L XL S

34"
R

36"

L XL S

R

38"

L XL R

40"

L XL R

L

42"
R

L

44"
R

L

46" 48" 50" 52"
L

L

L

L

30" 32" 34" 36" 30" 32" 34" 36" 30" 32" 34" 36" 32" 34" 36" 32" 34" 32" 34" 32" 34" 34" 34" 34" 34"
Black

Charcoal

Grey

Navy

Brown

NON ECOFABRIC

NON ECOFABRIC

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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SENIOR TROUSERS

SCS Global Services have
certified that 30% of the
polyester we use in our boys
trousers & shorts contains
post-consumer waste.

ECO-POLYESTER / VISCOSE – WORSTED WOVEN

MINIMUM 30% RECYCLED CONTENT
POST-CONSUMER

STURDY FIT, flat front trousers – DL 958 (S)
•	65% Polyester / 35%
viscose (worsted woven)
• Side pockets
WAIST

24" 25"

LENGTH

R

INSIDE LEG
Black

R

• Internal waist adjuster
• Jetted back pocket
• Zipped security pocket
26"

R

L

27"
R

28"
R

29"

L

R

30"
R

L

•	Single hook & bar
with button extension

31"
R

32"
R

L

34"
R

L

36"
R

38"

L

R

40"

L

R

42" 44"

L

R

R

18" 19" 21" 25" 23" 24" 27" 26" 26" 28" 27" 27" 29" 28" 30" 29" 31" 29" 32" 29" 32" 29" 29"

Charcoal

Grey

Brown

Navy

NON ECO- NON ECOFABRIC
FABRIC

SHORTS &
TROUSERS

REGULAR FIT, single pleated front trousers – DL 957
•	65% Polyester / 35%
viscose (worsted woven)
• Side pockets
WAIST
LENGTH
INSIDE LEG

23" 24"
R

INSIDE LEG

LENGTH

R

29"
S

26"
L

S

R

27"
L

S

28"

R

L

S

R

L

R

30"
L

S

R

31"
L

XL

S

R

32"
L

XL

S

R

L

XL

28" 30" 32" 30" 32" 34" 36" 30" 32" 34" 36" 30" 32" 34" 36"

WAIST

INSIDE LEG

25"
S

•	Single hook & bar with
button extension

23" 24" 24" 26" 28" 26" 28" 30" 27" 29" 31" 28" 30" 32"

WAIST
LENGTH

R

• Jetted back pocket
• Zipped security pocket
• Internal waist adjuster

34"
S

R

36"
L

XL

S

R

38"
L

XL

R

L

40"
XL

R

L

42"
R

44"
L

R

Black

Charcoal

Grey

Navy
NON ECOFABRIC

30% of polyester content is
from recycled plastic bottles

%
0% VAT INFORMATION

STOCK ALL YEAR ROUND

LIMITED STOCK AVAILABILITY

MADE TO ORDER

SUPPLIED ON HANGERS

Sizes highlighted in blue are zero rated
VAT and held out for sale for age 13
years and younger.

We are investing in even higher stocks,
to make sure we give you the best
service in the schoolwear market.
There will always be more arriving soon,
in the unlikely event that we run out of
a size or colour.

No minimums. A significant stock
investment, but ultimately limited
availability. These styles or colours need
to be forward ordered to be sure of
stock, with the possibility of sizes selling
out around back to school if demand
exceeds our forecast.

Made to order garments with lead times
and minimums. This can differ by fabric
or product, but we’re always working to
reduce both. Please check the specific
product information in the appropriate
section of the catalogue.

Indicates supplied on hangers.
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L

30" 32" 34" 36" 30" 32" 34" 36" 32" 34" 36" 32" 34" 32" 34" 32" 34"

CORDUROY TROUSERS
COTTON / POLYESTER

Junior corduroy pull up trousers – DL 961
• 85% Cotton / 15% polyester
• Side pockets

• Half elasticated waist
• Single pleat

WAIST

20" 21" 22" 23" 24" 25"

INSIDE LEG

17" 18" 19" 20" 22" 24"

Navy

Grey

• Mock fly
• No belt loops

Brown

SHORTS &
TROUSERS

Junior corduroy trousers – DL 962
• 85% Cotton / 15% polyester
• Side pockets
•	No extension, single
hook & bar
WAIST
LENGTH
INSIDE LEG

18" 19" 20" 21"
R

INSIDE LEG
Navy

R

R

22"

R

R

23"
L

R

24"
L

R

25"
L

R

26"
L

R

L

15" 16" 17" 18" 19" 21" 20" 23" 22" 24" 24" 26" 25" 27"

WAIST
LENGTH

• Belt loops
• Half elasticated waist
• Single pleat

27"
R

28"
L

R

29"
L

R

30"
L

R

32"
L

R

34"
L

R

36"
L

R

L

26" 28" 27" 30" 29" 31" 31" 32" 32" 34" 32" 34" 32" 34"
Grey

Brown

Care information symbol guide
Normal (maximum) washing temperature

Medium iron

Normal (maximum) washing temperature

Do not iron

Wool wash

Can be professionally dry cleaned

Hand wash only

Do not dry clean

Do not wash

May be tumble dried

Do not bleach

May be tumble dried with low heat setting

Cool iron

Do not tumble dry

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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CORDUROY SHORTS
COTTON / POLYESTER

Junior corduroy classic shorts – DL 963
•
•
•
•

85% Cotton / 15% polyester
Side pockets
Flat front
Fully lined
WAIST

• Belt loops
• Half elasticated waist
• Single hook & bar

24" 25" 26" 27" 28" 30"

Navy

Grey

Brown

SHORTS &
TROUSERS

Junior corduroy bermuda shorts – DL 964
•
•
•
•

85% Cotton / 15% polyester
Side pockets
Single pleat
Fully lined
WAIST
Navy

• Belt loops
• Half elasticated waist
• Single hook & bar

24" 25" 26" 27" 28" 30" 32" 34"
Grey

Brown

Care information symbol guide
Normal (maximum) washing temperature

Medium iron

Normal (maximum) washing temperature

Do not iron

Wool wash

Can be professionally dry cleaned

Hand wash only

Do not dry clean

Do not wash

May be tumble dried

Do not bleach

May be tumble dried with low heat setting

Cool iron

Do not tumble dry

Take advantage of priority ordering at: davidluketrade.com For further details on the
benefits of ordering online, see page 46. You can also order by phone: 0161 272 7474
or by email at: sales@davidluke.com
%
0% VAT INFORMATION

STOCK ALL YEAR ROUND

LIMITED STOCK AVAILABILITY

MADE TO ORDER

SUPPLIED ON HANGERS

Sizes highlighted in blue are zero rated
VAT and held out for sale for age 13
years and younger.

We are investing in even higher stocks,
to make sure we give you the best
service in the schoolwear market.
There will always be more arriving soon,
in the unlikely event that we run out of
a size or colour.

No minimums. A significant stock
investment, but ultimately limited
availability. These styles or colours need
to be forward ordered to be sure of
stock, with the possibility of sizes selling
out around back to school if demand
exceeds our forecast.

Made to order garments with lead times
and minimums. This can differ by fabric
or product, but we’re always working to
reduce both. Please check the specific
product information in the appropriate
section of the catalogue.

Indicates supplied on hangers.
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GIRLS
TROUSERS
& SKIRTS
Designed to pass
the toughest tests
SKIRTS &
TROUSERS

With a wide range of styles and lengths, we are
blending school requirements with what style
conscious girls want.

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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GIRLS JUNIOR TROUSERS

SCS Global Services have
certified that 100% of the
polyester we use in our girls
trouser, skirts & pinafore contains
post-consumer waste.

ECO-POLYESTER / VISCOSE / ELASTANE

STRAIGHT
LEG

SLIM FIT, Girls junior trousers – DL 970

• 63% Polyester / 35%
viscose / 2% elastane
• Straight leg

AGE

Black

MADE WITH 100% RECYCLED CONTENT
POST-CONSUMER

• Front pocket
• Half elasticated waist

3/4

4/5

5/6

6/7

7/8

8/9

9/10

10/11

11/12

12/13

Grey

Navy

Green
NON ECOFABRIC

SKIRTS &
TROUSERS

STRAIGHT
LEG

COMFORT FIT, Girls junior trousers – DL 971
• 63% Polyester / 35%
viscose / 2% elastane
• Straight leg
• Front pocket
AGE

Black

Grey

• Half elasticated waist
•	Wider waist and leg
measurement

3/4

4/5

5/6

6/7

7/8

8/9

9/10

10/11

11/12

12/13

Navy

Green
NON ECOFABRIC

%
0% VAT INFORMATION

STOCK ALL YEAR ROUND

LIMITED STOCK AVAILABILITY

MADE TO ORDER

SUPPLIED ON HANGERS

Sizes highlighted in blue are zero rated
VAT and held out for sale for age 13
years and younger.

We are investing in even higher stocks,
to make sure we give you the best
service in the schoolwear market.
There will always be more arriving soon,
in the unlikely event that we run out of
a size or colour.

No minimums. A significant stock
investment, but ultimately limited
availability. These styles or colours need
to be forward ordered to be sure of
stock, with the possibility of sizes selling
out around back to school if demand
exceeds our forecast.

Made to order garments with lead times
and minimums. This can differ by fabric
or product, but we’re always working to
reduce both. Please check the specific
product information in the appropriate
section of the catalogue.

Indicates supplied on hangers.
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GIRLS SENIOR TROUSERS
ECO-POLYESTER / VISCOSE / ELASTANE

100% of polyester content is
from recycled plastic bottles

SLIM FIT, Girls senior trousers – DL 965
•	63% Polyester / 35%
viscose / 2% elastane
WAIST

22"

LENGTH

S

INSIDE LEG

R

• Internal waist adjuster

23"
L

XL

S

R

24"
L

XL

S

R

25"
L

XL

S

R

L

XL

24" 26" 28" 30" 24" 26" 28" 30" 24" 26" 28" 30" 26" 28" 30" 32"

WAIST

26"

LENGTH

S

INSIDE LEG

R

28"

27"
L

XL

S

R

L

XL

S

R

L

XL

28" 30" 32" 34" 28" 30" 32" 34" 28" 30" 32" 34"

WAIST

29"

LENGTH

S

INSIDE LEG

R

30"
L

XL

S

R

31"
L

XL

S

R

32"
L

XL

S

R

L

XL

28" 30" 32" 34" 28" 30" 32" 34" 28" 30" 32" 34" 28" 30" 32" 34"

WAIST

34"

LENGTH

S

INSIDE LEG
Black

• Front pocket
• Contrast internal binding

R

38"

36"
L

XL

S

R

L

XL

S

R

L

XL

28" 30" 32" 34" 28" 30" 32" 34" 28" 30" 32" 34"
Grey

Navy

Green

SKIRTS &
TROUSERS

NON ECOFABRIC

REGULAR FIT, Girls senior trousers – DL 968
•	63% Polyester / 35%
viscose / 2% elastane
WAIST

22"

LENGTH

S

INSIDE LEG

R

23"
L

XL

S

R

24"
L

XL

S

R

25"
L

XL

S

R

L

XL

24" 26" 28" 30" 24" 26" 28" 30" 24" 26" 28" 30" 26" 28" 30" 32"

WAIST

26"

LENGTH

S

INSIDE LEG

R

28"

27"
L

XL

S

R

L

XL

S

R

L

XL

28" 30" 32" 34" 28" 30" 32" 34" 28" 30" 32" 34"

WAIST

29"

LENGTH

S

INSIDE LEG

R

30"
L

XL

S

R

31"
L

XL

S

R

32"
L

XL

S

R

L

XL

28" 30" 32" 34" 28" 30" 32" 34" 28" 30" 32" 34" 28" 30" 32" 34"

WAIST

34"

LENGTH

S

INSIDE LEG
Black

• Front pocket
• Contrast internal binding

R

38"

36"
L

XL

S

R

L

XL

S

R

L

XL

28" 30" 32" 34" 28" 30" 32" 34" 28" 30" 32" 34"
Grey

Navy

Green
NON ECOFABRIC

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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GIRLS JUNIOR SKIRTS

SCS Global Services have
certified that 100% of the
polyester we use in our girls
trouser, skirts & pinafore contains
post-consumer waste.

ECO-POLYESTER / VISCOSE / ELASTANE

MADE WITH 100% RECYCLED CONTENT
POST-CONSUMER

Junior stitched down knife pleat skirt – DL 974
• 63% Polyester / 35% viscose / 2% elastane
• Half elasticated waist
AGE

3/4

4/5

6/7

8/9

9/10

11/12

12/13

WAIST

20"

21"

22"

23.5"

24.5"

25.5"

26.5"

LENGTH

12"

13"

15"

17"

18"

19"

20"

Grey

Black

Navy

Green
NON ECOFABRIC

Junior drop waist pleated skirt – DL 975
SKIRTS &
TROUSERS

• 63% Polyester / 35%
viscose / 2% elastane

• Half elasticated waist
• Internal waist adjuster

AGE

3/4

4/5

6/7

8/9

9/10

11/12

12/13

WAIST

20"

21"

22"

23.5"

24.5"

25.5"

26.5"

LENGTH

12"

13"

15"

17"

18"

19"

20"

TAPE OPTIONS AVAILABLE
Grey

Black

Navy

Green
NON ECOFABRIC

Junior pleated skirt – DL 977
• 63% Polyester / 35%
viscose / 2% elastane

• Half elasticated waist
• Internal waist adjuster

AGE

3/4

4/5

6/7

8/9

9/10

11/12

12/13

WAIST

20"

21"

22"

23.5"

24.5"

25.5"

26.5"

LENGTH

12"

13"

15"

17"

18"

19"

20"

TAPE OPTIONS AVAILABLE
Grey

Black

Navy

Green
NON
ECOFABRIC
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GIRLS JUNIOR SKIRTS
ECO-POLYESTER / VISCOSE / ELASTANE

100% of polyester content is
from recycled plastic bottles

Junior day skort – DL 978
•	63% Polyester / 35%
viscose / 2% elastane
• Half elasticated waist

•	Behind the neat wrap
over front, is a pair of
practical shorts, visible
from the back

AGE

2/3

3/4

4/5

5/6

6/7

7/8

9/10

11/12

WAIST

19"

20"

21"

21.5"

22"

23.5"

24.5"

25.5"

LENGTH

10"

11"

12"

13"

14"

15"

17"

18"

Black

Navy

Grey

Green
NON ECOFABRIC

Junior pinafore – DL 979
•	63% Polyester / 35%
viscose / 2% elastane
• Front zip fastening
• Heart shaped zip puller

Grey

2/3

3/4

4/5

6/7

7/8

9/10

SKIRTS &
TROUSERS

AGE

• One length
• Easily embroided

5/6

Navy

Junior cotton jersey dress – DL 980
• 100% Cotton supersoft
• A-line skirt
• Peter pan collar and placket

AGE

2/3

3/4

8/9

9/10

4/5

5/6

6/7

7/8

PLEASE NOTE, THIS PRODUCT IS NOT
MADE FROM RECYCLED CONTENT
Navy

Red

Royal

Sky

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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GIRLS SENIOR SKIRTS

SCS Global Services have
certified that 100% of the
polyester we use in our girls
trouser, skirts & pinafore contains
post-consumer waste.

ECO-POLYESTER / VISCOSE / ELASTANE

MADE WITH 100% RECYCLED CONTENT
POST-CONSUMER

Senior straight skirt – DL 969
•	63% Polyester / 35%
viscose / 2% elastane
• 2 Front fob pockets
• Short back vent
• Internal waist adjuster

•	Concealed back zip
fastening
• Easily shortened
•	Length 24" starts from
waist 32"

WAIST

22 - 28" (2" rise)

30"

32 - 38" (2" rise)

LENGTH

18" 20" 22"

18" 20" 22"

18" 20" 22" 24"

Black

Grey

Navy

Green
NON ECOFABRIC

Senior drop waist pleated skirt – DL 973

SKIRTS &
TROUSERS

•	63% Polyester / 35% viscose / 2% elastane
• Concealed zip and internal button side fastening
• Length 16" up to 30" waist only
• Internal waist adjuster
WAIST

22 - 28" (2" rise)

LENGTH

30"

16" 18" 20" 22" 16" 18" 20" 22" 18"

TAPE OPTIONS AVAILABLE
Black

Grey

Navy

Green
NON ECOFABRIC

Senior stitched down knife pleat skirt – DL 972
•
•
•
•
•

63% Polyester / 35% viscose / 2% elastane
Button & zip fastening at the back
Length 18" up to 32" waist only
Length 24" starts from waist 32"
Internal waist adjuster
WAIST

22 - 28" (2" rise)

LENGTH

18"

WAIST
LENGTH

Black

20"

22"

30"
18"

32"
18"

Grey

20"

22"

Navy

20"

22"

34 - 38" (2" rise)
24"

20"

Green
NON ECOFABRIC
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22"

24"

32 - 38" (2" rise)
20"

22"

GIRLS SENIOR SKIRTS
ECO-POLYESTER / VISCOSE / ELASTANE

100% of polyester content is
from recycled plastic bottles

Senior pleated skirt – DL 976
•	63% Polyester / 35% viscose /
2% elastane
• Length 16" up to 30" waist only
WAIST

•	Concealed zip and internal button
side fastening
• Internal waist adjuster

22 - 28" (2" rise)

LENGTH

16"

18"

20"

22"

30"
16"

18"

32 - 38" (2" rise)

20"

22"

18"

20"

22"

TAPE OPTIONS AVAILABLE
Black

Grey

Navy

Green
NON ECOFABRIC

Inverted check pleat skirt – DL 981
•	63% Polyester/ 35%
viscose/ 2% elastane
• Contrast check pleats

• Side zip fastening
• Internal waist adjuster

WAIST

22 - 28" (2" rise) 30 - 40" (2" rise)

LENGTH

18"

20"

22"

18"

20"

22"

SKIRTS &
TROUSERS

TAPE OPTIONS AVAILABLE. NB: THE CHECK FABRIC IS NOT ECO
Grey/
Sky

NEW

Grey/
Maroon

Grey/
Bottle

Grey/
Royal

Check stitched down knife pleat skirt – DL983

•	63% Polyester / 35% viscose /
2% elastane
• Button & zip fastening at the back
WAIST

22 - 28" (2" rise)

LENGTH

18"

WAIST

20"

22"

18"
Grey/
Navy

20"

22"

Grey/
Maroon

• Length 18" up to 32" waist only
• Length 24" starts from waist 32"
• Internal waist adjuster
30"

18"

32"

LENGTH
Grey/
Sky

Grey/
Navy

20"

22"

34 - 38" (2" rise)
24"
Grey/
Bottle

20"

22"

24"

Grey/
Royal

MTO COLOUR COMBINATIONS AVAILABLE
NB: THIS PRODUCT IS NOT PART OF OUR ECO-UNIFORM

Senior girls city short – DL 982
• 63% Polyester/ 35% viscose / 2% elastane
• Front pocket
WAIST
Black

• Contrast internal binding
• Internal waist adjuster

22" 24" 26" 28" 30" 32" 34" 36" 38"
Navy

Grey

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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OUR TRADE WEBSITE IS
MORE THAN JUST AN
ONLINE ORDERING SYSTEM
Never worry again about those last minute orders with all
online orders receiving priority despatch the following day*.
•	Make your ordering decisions simpler and more
accurate with live stock levels given in units
•	Use professional photography on your website
without the cost, browse our library of product
images and download those you need for your
own product pages
•	Order from your shop floor, behind the till or even
from in front of the television with our mobile
responsive website, making it practical to order
from any device
SKIRTS &
TROUSERS

•	It’s easy to keep on top of your outstanding
orders, with the back order function allowing you
to check your back orders & the next supply due
date, all on one screen
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•	Make sure you & your shop are always ready to
take your deliveries with our delivery tracking
and current status service
•	Manage your account with confidence;
make payments online to keep up to date.
*Despatch times may increase during peak seasons.

“	Navigation and ordering is easy
and the product information is
incredibly useful; it has saved a lot
of time. The site is amazing and is
working really well for us".

SHIRTS &
BLOUSES

SHIRTS &
BLOUSES
Hard-wearing
essentials for
hard-working kids
Our easy-care shirts & blouses are
ideal for busy households. Wash
them, tumble dry them, wear them.

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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BOYS SHIRTS – TWINPACKS
POLYESTER / COTTON

DL50

Long sleeve shirt with standard collar – DL 50
• 65% Polyester / 35% cotton
• Easy-care

COLLAR

101/2"

11"

111/2"

12"

121/2"

131/2"

14"

141/2"

15"

151/2"

16"

161/2"

17"

171/2"

18"

13"

SOLD IN INDIVIDUAL PACKS OR IN BOXES OF 10.
White

Blue

Grey

DL51

Short sleeve shirt with standard collar – DL 51
• 65% Polyester / 35% cotton
• Easy-care

COLLAR

101/2"

11"

111/2"

12"

121/2"

1

13 /2"

14"

1

14 /2"

15"

15 /2"

16"

161/2"

17"

171/2"

18"

13"

1

SOLD IN INDIVIDUAL PACKS OR IN BOXES OF 10.
White

Blue

Grey

SHIRTS &
BLOUSES
NEW

Slim fit, long sleeve shirt with standard collar – DL 52

• 65% Polyester / 35% cotton
• Easy-care

COLLAR

• Slim fitting
• No chest pocket

101/2"

11"

111/2"

12"

121/2"

1

13 /2"

14"

1

14 /2"

15"

15 /2"

16"

161/2"

17"

171/2"

18"

13"

1

SOLD IN INDIVIDUAL PACKS OR IN BOXES OF 10.
White

Blue

Grey

%
0% VAT INFORMATION

STOCK ALL YEAR ROUND

LIMITED STOCK AVAILABILITY

MADE TO ORDER

SUPPLIED ON HANGERS

Sizes highlighted in blue are zero rated
VAT and held out for sale for age 13
years and younger.

We are investing in even higher stocks,
to make sure we give you the best
service in the schoolwear market.
There will always be more arriving soon,
in the unlikely event that we run out of
a size or colour.

No minimums. A significant stock
investment, but ultimately limited
availability. These styles or colours need
to be forward ordered to be sure of
stock, with the possibility of sizes selling
out around back to school if demand
exceeds our forecast.

Made to order garments with lead times
and minimums. This can differ by fabric
or product, but we’re always working to
reduce both. Please check the specific
product information in the appropriate
section of the catalogue.

Indicates supplied on hangers.
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GIRLS BLOUSES – TWINPACKS
POLYESTER / COTTON

DL60

Long sleeve blouse with standard collar – DL 60
•	65% Polyester /
35% cotton

CHEST

• Easy-care
• Modesty button
22"

24"

26"

28"

32"

34"

36"

38"

40"

42"

44"

46"

30"

SOLD IN INDIVIDUAL PACKS OR IN BOXES OF 10.
White

Blue

DL61
Short sleeve blouse with standard collar – DL 61
• 65% Polyester /
35% cotton

• Easy-care
• Modesty button
22"

CHEST

24"

26"

28"

30"

38"

40"

32"

34"

36"

42"

44"

46"

SOLD IN INDIVIDUAL PACKS OR IN BOXES OF 10.

SHIRTS &
BLOUSES

White

Blue

DL62
Long sleeve blouse with rever collar – DL 62
•	65% Polyester /
35% cotton

• Easy-care
• Modesty button
22"

CHEST

24"

26"

28"

30"

38"

40"

32"

34"

36"

42"

44"

46"

SOLD IN INDIVIDUAL PACKS OR IN BOXES OF 20.
White

Blue

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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GIRLS BLOUSES – TWINPACKS
POLYESTER / COTTON

DL63
Short sleeve blouse with rever collar – DL 63
•	65% Polyester /
35% cotton

CHEST

• Easy-care
• Modesty button
22"

24"

26"

28"

30"

32"

34"

36"

38"

40"

42"

44"

46"

SOLD IN INDIVIDUAL PACKS OR IN BOXES OF 20.
White

Blue

DL68

Fitted blouse with ¾ length sleeve & rever collar – DL 68
•	65% Polyester /
35% cotton

CHEST

• Easy-care
• Modesty button
26"

28"

30"

32"

34"

36"

38"

40"

42"

44"

46"

SOLD IN INDIVIDUAL PACKS OR IN BOXES OF 20.
White

SHIRTS &
BLOUSES

DL69

Fitted blouse with ¾ length sleeve & standard collar – DL 69
•	65% Polyester /
35% cotton

CHEST

• Easy-care
• Modesty button
26"

28"

30"

32"

34"

36"

38"

40"

42"

44"

46"

SOLD IN INDIVIDUAL PACKS OR IN BOXES OF 10.
White

50
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Blue

POLO
SHIRTS
POLO
SHIRTS

School proof
uniform
The superior weight and
density of our polo shirt
fabric ensures comfort,
durability & a smart
appearance throughout
the school year.

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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POLO SHIRTS

SCS Global Services
have certified that 100% of
the polyester we use in our
polo shirts contains
post-consumer waste.

COTTON / ECO-POLYESTER

DL450

Polo shirt – DL 450
• 60% Cotton / 40% polyester
• Fabric weight 200-205gsm
• Pique knit

AGE

• 3 button placket from age 9/10
• Age 1/2 available in white only

1/2

2/3

3/4

4/5

5/6

7/8

9/10

11/12

12/13

13

S

M

L

XL

White

Maroon

Red

Sky

Royal

Navy

Black

Bright
Sky

Purple

Bango

L Gold

Bottle

Amber

Gold

Jade

Emerald

DL451

Stripe trim polo shirt – DL 451
• 60% Cotton / 40% polyester
• Fabric weight 200-205gsm

AGE

Girls fitted polo shirt – DL 452
POLO
SHIRTS

CHEST

White

52

• Pique knit
• Self fabric collar

28"

30"

32"

36"

38"

40"

OTHER
COLOURS
MTO

Product Catalogue 2020

34"

• Pique knit
• 3 button placket from age 9/10

2/3

3/4

4/5

5/6

7/8

9/10

12/13

13

S

M

L

XL

Red

Maroon

Royal

Black

Sky

Gold

DL452

• 60% Cotton / 40% polyester
• Fabric weight 200-205gsm

MADE WITH 100% RECYCLED CONTENT
POST-CONSUMER

Navy

Purple

Amber

Bottle

11/12

Emerald

POLO SHIRTS

100% of polyester content is
from recycled plastic bottles

COTTON / ECO-POLYESTER

Embroidery available
see page 58

DL453
Polo shirt with contrast collar & cuff – DL 453
• 60% Cotton / 40% polyester
• Fabric weight 200-205gsm

AGE

Maroon

Red

• Pique knit
• 3 button placket from age 9/10

2/3

3/4

4/5

5/6

7/8

9/10

12/13

13

S

M

L

XL

Amber

Bottle

Purple

Royal

Emerald

11/12

OTHER
COLOURS
MTO

DL454
Long sleeve polo shirt – DL 454
• 60% Cotton / 40% polyester
• Fabric weight 200-205gsm

AGE

• Pique knit
• 3 button placket from age 9/10

2/3

3/4

4/5

5/6

7/8

9/10

12/13

13

S

M

L

XL

Red

Sky

Royal

Navy

Bango

White

11/12

OTHER
COLOURS
MTO

Normal (maximum) washing temperature

Medium iron

Normal (maximum) washing temperature

Do not iron

POLO
SHIRTS

Care information symbol guide

Wool wash

Can be professionally dry cleaned

Hand wash only

Do not dry clean

Do not wash

May be tumble dried

Do not bleach

May be tumble dried with low heat setting

Cool iron

Do not tumble dry

Take advantage of priority ordering at: davidluketrade.com For further details on the
benefits of ordering online, see page 46. You can also order by phone: 0161 272 7474
or by email at: sales@davidluke.com

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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POLO SHIRTS
100% COTTON

Embroidery available,
see page 58

DL401

Senior polo shirt – DL 401
• 100% Cotton
• Fabric weight 200-205gsm
• Pique knit

CHEST

30"

32"

34"

38/40"

42/44"

46/48"

36"

White

DL402

Junior polo shirt – DL 402
• 100% Cotton
• Fabric weight 200-205gsm
• Pique Knit

AGE

3/4

4/5

5/6

6/7

7/8

8/9

9/10

10/11

11/12

12/13

White

Take advantage of priority ordering at: davidluketrade.com For further details on the
benefits of ordering online, see page 46. You can also order by phone: 0161 272 7474
or by email at: sales@davidluke.com

POLO
SHIRTS
%
0% VAT INFORMATION

STOCK ALL YEAR ROUND

LIMITED STOCK AVAILABILITY

MADE TO ORDER

SUPPLIED ON HANGERS

Sizes highlighted in blue are zero rated
VAT and held out for sale for age 13
years and younger.

We are investing in even higher stocks,
to make sure we give you the best
service in the schoolwear market.
There will always be more arriving soon,
in the unlikely event that we run out of
a size or colour.

No minimums. A significant stock
investment, but ultimately limited
availability. These styles or colours need
to be forward ordered to be sure of
stock, with the possibility of sizes selling
out around back to school if demand
exceeds our forecast.

Made to order garments with lead times
and minimums. This can differ by fabric
or product, but we’re always working to
reduce both. Please check the specific
product information in the appropriate
section of the catalogue.

Indicates supplied on hangers.
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SWEATSHIRTS
Greener sweatshirts
no matter what
colour you choose
Durable sweatshirts that
offer great comfort and no
colour fading to ensure a
long-lasting garment.

SWEATSHIRTS

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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SWEATSHIRTS
ACRYLIC / COTTON / ECO-POLYESTER

DL815
Classic sweatshirt – DL 815
• 40% Acrylic / 38% polyester / 22% cotton
• Fabric weight 280gsm
• Raglan sleeve

AGE

3/4

4/5

5/6

7/8

9/10

11/12

12/13

13

S

M

L

XL

School
Grey

Maroon

Red

Royal

Dark
Royal

Navy

Bottle

Black

Marl
Grey

Brown

Purple

Dark
Purple

Emerald

Jade

Dark
Green

OTHER COLOURS MTO

DL865
V-neck sweatshirt – DL 865
• 40% Acrylic / 38% polyester / 22% cotton
• Fabric weight 280gsm
• Raglan sleeve

AGE

3/4

4/5

5/6

7/8

9/10

11/12

12/13

13

S

M

L

XL

School
Grey

Maroon

Red

Royal

Black

Marl
Grey

Brown

Emerald

Dark
Royal

Navy

Bottle

OTHER COLOURS MTO

SWEATSHIRTS
%
0% VAT INFORMATION

STOCK ALL YEAR ROUND

LIMITED STOCK AVAILABILITY

MADE TO ORDER

SUPPLIED ON HANGERS

Sizes highlighted in blue are zero rated
VAT and held out for sale for age 13
years and younger.

We are investing in even higher stocks,
to make sure we give you the best
service in the schoolwear market.
There will always be more arriving soon,
in the unlikely event that we run out of
a size or colour.

No minimums. A significant stock
investment, but ultimately limited
availability. These styles or colours need
to be forward ordered to be sure of
stock, with the possibility of sizes selling
out around back to school if demand
exceeds our forecast.

Made to order garments with lead times
and minimums. This can differ by fabric
or product, but we’re always working to
reduce both. Please check the specific
product information in the appropriate
section of the catalogue.

Indicates supplied on hangers.
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100% of polyester content is
from recycled plastic bottles

SWEATSHIRTS

No colour fading on our
sweat range

ACRYLIC / COTTON / ECO-POLYESTER

Embroidery & printing
available, see page 58

DL885
Junior sweat cardigan – DL 885
•	40% Acrylic / 38% polyester / 22% cotton
• Fabric weight 280gsm
• Raglan sleeve
• Side pockets
AGE

2/3

3/4

4/5

5/6

9/10

11/12

12/13

13

7/8

School
Grey

Maroon

Red

Royal

Dark
Royal

Navy

Bottle

Black

Marl
Grey

Brown

Purple

Dark
Purple

Emerald

Jade

Dark
Green

OTHER COLOURS MTO

DL825

Junior jog pants – DL 825
•
•
•
•

40% Acrylic / 38% polyester / 22% cotton
Fabric weight 280gsm
Bonadex waist
Back pocket

AGE

1/2

2/3

3/4

4/5

5/6

7/8

9/10

11/12

12/13

13

School
Grey

Maroon

Red

Royal

Dark
Royal

Navy

Bottle

Black

Marl
Grey

Brown

Purple

Dark
Purple

Emerald

Jade

Dark
Green

OTHER COLOURS MTO

Care information symbol guide
Medium iron

Normal (maximum) washing temperature

Do not iron

Wool wash

Can be professionally dry cleaned

Hand wash only

Do not dry clean

Do not wash

May be tumble dried

Do not bleach

May be tumble dried with low heat setting

Cool iron

Do not tumble dry

Order online at: davidluketrade.com

SWEATSHIRTS

Normal (maximum) washing temperature
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EMBROIDERY & PRINTING
OPTIONS AND ORDERING INFORMATION

Want to save time and money? We can embroider, print
and deliver garments that are all ready to sell. Over the past
decade, we’ve continued to process more and more volumes
each and every year.
Demand for our Eco-uniform sweatshirts and polo shirts is on the rise. We also embroider and print a
wide variety of other garments including swimwear and sportswear. In fact, the Premier layer sports
legging, made to complement the DL900 top, are perfect for the latest multi-coloured prints.
Embroidery information

Printing information

There are two options for placing embroidery orders:
Embroidery@source or Embroidery@uk

We offer a range of printing options, from standard
print to multi coloured and heat transfer. We also
print on pool caps as MTO. To find the best option
for the garments you want, plus all the lead-time
and price information you need call our customer
relations team on: 0161 272 7474.

Embroidery@source is when embroidery is put on as
the garment is made so perfect for larger quantities.
You’ll need to order earlier (and min 100 pieces), but
you will save money on each garment. We can even
handle barcoding for you, saving on both cost and
time. Embroidery@uk is suitable for smaller orders
(min 20 pieces per design) or where you need a
quicker turnaround.
Discuss your needs with our helpful sales team
and they’ll advise you which is the best option for
you, depending on the quantity you’re looking for,
the time of year and your quoting prices.

SWEATSHIRTS
58
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CRAFTWEAR
Because even our
uniforms aren’t
paint-proof
A must-have garment for arts, crafts &
science classes, protecting even the most
enthusiastic student's school uniform.

CRAFTWEAR

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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CRAFTWEAR
VARIOUS FABRICS

Wrap-over science overall – DL 2
• 100% Cotton
• Heavy cotton cambric

• Elasticated cuffs

LENGTH

24" 27" 30" 33" 36" 39" 42" 45" 48" 52"

SIZE

22" 24" 26" 28" 30" 32" 34" 36" 38" 40"

Royal

Navy

DL2

Green

Craft apron – DL 3

DL3
• 100% Cotton
• Pockets

Junior 23" x 28"

SIZE

• 100% Nylon with PU coating
• Breathable fabric
• Splash proof finish
AGE

Royal

Navy

Bottle

White

Navy

DL4
• Back ventilation vent
• Easy fasten velcro front

3/4 5/6 7/8 9/10
Red

11/12
Maroon

DL7

13
Purple

Heavyweight labcoat – DL 7
• 100% Cotton
• Press stud fastening
SIZE

CRAFTWEAR

White

60 Product Catalogue 2020

Middle 23" x 38"

Senior 30" x 38"

Unbleached

Paint overall – DL 4

• Cotton drill

• Cotton drill

28/30"

32/34"

40/42"

44/46"

36/38"

SPORTSWEAR
Unbranded sportswear
you can rely on
From traditional sportswear
to performance, mix &
match to create the perfect
PE or sports kit.

61

SPORTSWEAR

Order online at: davidluketrade.com

TRACKSUITS
VARIOUS FABRICS

Embroidery available,
see page 58

DL905
Microfibre tracksuit top – DL 905
•	Shell & lining 100%
polyester
• Mesh lined body

CHEST

Black

• 2 Front zipped pockets
•	Fabric zip puller on
all zips

22"

24"

26"

28"

30"

32"

34"

36"

38/40"

42/44"

46/48"

Navy

Maroon

Microfibre flat front tracksuit trousers – DL 906

DL906

•	Shell & lining 100%
polyester
• Mesh lining
• Leg zip

WAIST

Black

Microfibre tracksuit trousers – DL 907
•	Shell & lining 100%
polyester
• Mesh lining
• Elasticated cuff

WAIST

• Draw cord
• Long length leg zip
• 2 Front zipped pockets

18"

20"

22"

24"

26"

28"

30"

32"

34"

36"

38/40"

42/44"

46/48"

AVAILABLE IN SHORTER LEG LENGTHS FROM WAIST 18" TO 22" - DL907s.
Black

SPORTSWEAR
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Navy

Maroon
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• Draw cord
• 2 Front pockets
•	Back zipped security
pocket

18"

20"

22"

24"

26"

28"

30"

32"

34"

36"

38/40"

42/44"

46/48"

Navy

DL907

BASE LAYERS & SKORTS
VARIOUS FABRICS

DL909
Skort – DL 909
• 92% Nylon / 8% elastane

WAIST

• Dry stretch fabric

18/20"

20/22"

22/24"

24/26"

26/28"

30/32"

32/34"

34/36"

38/40"

42/44"

28/30"

AVAILABLE IN REGULAR OR LONG FITTING EXCEPT 18/20" & 20/22".
White

Black

Maroon

Red

Royal

Navy

Bottle

DL912
Mesh skort – DL 912
• Mesh fabric outer – 100% Polyester
• Dry stretch inner & contrast panel – 92% Nylon / 8% elastane

WAIST

18/20"

22/24"

24/26"

26/28"

28/30"

30/32"

32/34"

34/36"

38/40"

42/44"

AVAILABLE IN REGULAR OR LONG FITTING EXCEPT 18/20".
Black

CHEST

White

Black

Navy

Sky

Navy

White

DL900

Base layer – DL 900
• 92% Nylon / 8% elastane
• Dry stretch fabric

White

•	Tonal top stitching on
black and navy only

22/24"

26/28"

30/32"

38/40"

42/44"

46/48"

34/36"

Navy

Base layer leggings – DL 915

DL915

• 92% Nylon / 8% elastane
• Dry stretch fabric

WAIST

Black

• Tonal top stitching
• Ankle length

20/22"

22/24"

24/26"

26/28"

28/30"

30/32"

32/34"

34/36"

38/40"

42/44"

Navy

63

SPORTSWEAR

Order online at: davidluketrade.com

SPORTS TOPS
VARIOUS FABRICS

Embroidery available,
see page 58

DL913

Girls fitted sports top – DL 913
• 100% Polyester
• Contrast raglan sleeve

CHEST

Black

White

• Fitted style

22/24"

26/28"

30/32"

34/36"

38/40"

42/44"

Navy

White

Navy

Sky

Navy

Red

DL914

Boys sports top – DL 914
• 100% Polyester

CHEST

Black

White

• Contrast raglan sleeve
22/24"

26/28"

30/32"

34/36"

38/40"

42/44"

Navy

White

Navy

Sky

Navy

Red

DL903
Polo shirt with contrast panels – DL 903
•	Dry stretch fabric –
90% Nylon / 10% elastane

CHEST

Navy

White

•	Contrast panel - 100% Polyester
• Self fabric collar

22/24"

26/28"

30/32"

38/40"

42/44"

46/48"

White

34/36"

Navy

Technical Fabric Information
David Luke’s dry stretch, mesh
and micro-fibre fabrics are now
available on a huge range of
products. The technical qualities
of these fabrics enable retailers
to sell our products for less than
branded alternatives.
Flat seams and lightweight stretch
compressed fabric gives the
wearer added support, assistance
and reassurance.

SPORTSWEAR
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The fabric optimises the body
temperature and keeps it warm.
In normal temperature, it allows
the body to breathe, reducing
perspiration. And in the heat, the
fabric draws moisture away from the
skin speeding up the evaporation
process and helping the wearer keep
cool and dry.

The mesh fabric is perfectly suited to
performance sportswear by its very
nature, with the knit of the fabric
allowing fantastic breathability.
Micro-fibre has a superb soft
handle. It is hard wearing yet very
comfortable. The professionally
designed tracksuit tops have a mesh
lined body and nylon lined sleeves,
made for comfort and action.

SPORTS TOPS
100% COTTON

Classic interlock t-shirt – DL 406

DL406

• 100% Cotton supersoft

CHEST

20"

22"

24"

26"

28"

30"

32"

34"

36"

38/40"

42/44"

46/48"

White

Maroon

Red

Sky

Royal

Navy

Amber

Yellow

Bottle

DL420

Emerald

Interlock t-shirt with contrast trim – DL 420
• 100% Cotton supersoft

CHEST

Maroon

Red

22"

24"

26"

28"

30"

32"

34"

36"

38/40"

42/44"

46/48"

Royal

Amber

Emerald

Sky

Navy

Bottle

Take advantage of priority ordering at: davidluketrade.com For further details on the
benefits of ordering online, see page 46. You can also order by phone: 0161 272 7474
or by email at: sales@davidluke.com

%
STOCK ALL YEAR ROUND

LIMITED STOCK AVAILABILITY

MADE TO ORDER

SUPPLIED ON HANGERS

Sizes highlighted in blue are zero rated
VAT and held out for sale for age 13
years and younger.

We are investing in even higher stocks,
to make sure we give you the best
service in the schoolwear market.
There will always be more arriving soon,
in the unlikely event that we run out of
a size or colour.

No minimums. A significant stock
investment, but ultimately limited
availability. These styles or colours need
to be forward ordered to be sure of
stock, with the possibility of sizes selling
out around back to school if demand
exceeds our forecast.

Made to order garments with lead times
and minimums. This can differ by fabric
or product, but we’re always working to
reduce both. Please check the specific
product information in the appropriate
section of the catalogue.

Indicates supplied on hangers.

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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SPORTSWEAR

0% VAT INFORMATION

SPORTS SHORTS
VARIOUS FABRICS

DL11
Shadow stripe shorts – DL 11
• 100% Polyester

WAIST

White

Black

Sky

Purple

• Bonadex waist

• Tie waist

14/16"

18/20"

22/24"

24/26"

26/28"

28/30"

30/32"

34/36"

38/40"

42/44"

Maroon

Red

Royal

Dark
Royal

Navy

Bottle

Emerald

DL12

Mesh shorts – DL 12
• 100% Polyester

• Bonadex waist

WAIST

White

WAIST

White

Black

20"

22"

28"

30"

32"

Red

22/24"

26/28"

38/40"

42/44"

Black

Navy

30/32"

Royal

• Side vents
•	Brushed poly/cotton

18"

Maroon

18/20"
34/36"

DL17

Classic sports shorts – DL 17
•	65% Polyester / 35% cotton
• Twill

• Tie waist

Royal

24"

26"

34/36" 38/40"

Navy

Bottle

DL908
Fitness shorts – DL 908
• 90% Nylon / 10% elastane

WAIST

Black

SPORTSWEAR
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Navy

• Dry stretch fabric

18/20"

20/22"

22/24"

26/28"

28/30"

30/32"

34/36"

38/40"

42/44"

Maroon

Red

Royal

24/26"

Bottle

SPORTS SHORTS
VARIOUS FABRICS

DL49
Superior shorts – DL 49
•
•
•
•

65% Polyester / 35% cotton
Twill
Twin-needled seams
Tie waist
22"

24"

26"

28"

30"

32"

34/36"

38/40"

42/44"

WAIST

Black

•	Strengthened pressure points
• Side vents & pockets
•	Rugby style short – brushed
poly/cotton

Navy

White

DL911
Boys shorts – DL 911
• 90% Nylon / 10% elastane
• Dry stretch fabric
• Trim 100% polyester

WAIST

Black

• Draw cord
• Self coloured mesh panels

18/20"

22/24"

26/28"

30/32"

34/36"

38/40"

42/44"

Navy

Care information symbol guide
Normal (maximum) washing temperature

Medium iron

Normal (maximum) washing temperature

Do not iron

Wool wash

Can be professionally dry cleaned

Hand wash only

Do not dry clean

Do not wash

May be tumble dried

Do not bleach

May be tumble dried with low heat setting

Cool iron

Do not tumble dry

%
STOCK ALL YEAR ROUND

LIMITED STOCK AVAILABILITY

MADE TO ORDER

SUPPLIED ON HANGERS

Sizes highlighted in blue are zero rated
VAT and held out for sale for age 13
years and younger.

We are investing in even higher stocks,
to make sure we give you the best
service in the schoolwear market.
There will always be more arriving soon,
in the unlikely event that we run out of
a size or colour.

No minimums. A significant stock
investment, but ultimately limited
availability. These styles or colours need
to be forward ordered to be sure of
stock, with the possibility of sizes selling
out around back to school if demand
exceeds our forecast.

Made to order garments with lead times
and minimums. This can differ by fabric
or product, but we’re always working to
reduce both. Please check the specific
product information in the appropriate
section of the catalogue.

Indicates supplied on hangers.

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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GIRLS SPORTS SHORTS
VARIOUS FABRICS
DL1
Girls classic games shorts – DL 1
• 90% Nylon / 10% elastane
• Dry stretch fabric

WAIST

Black

Red

• Bonadex waistband

18"

20"

22"

24"

26"

28"

30"

32"

34"

36"

Royal

Navy

Bottle

White

DL45
Girls longer length gym shorts – DL 45
• 95% Cotton / 5% elastane

WAIST

Black

DL46
Girls gym shorts – DL 46
• 95% Cotton / 5% elastane
• Stretch cotton

WAIST

Black

Royal

22"

24"

26"

28"

30"

32"

34"

36"

Navy

Bottle

SPORTSWEAR
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Navy

• Stretch cotton

22"

24"

26"

28"

30"

32"

34"

36"

GIRLS SPORTS SHORTS & GAMES SKIRT
VARIOUS FABRICS

DL47
Girls gym shorts with side stripe – DL 47
• 95% Cotton / 5% elastane
• Stretch cotton

WAIST

Black

Royal

22"

24"

26"

28"

30"

32"

34"

36"

Navy

Bottle

DL910
Games skirt – DL 910
• 100% Polyester
• Polyester twill
WAIST

20" 22" 24" 24" 26" 28"

LENGTH
White

Quality school briefs – DL 25

• Hand pleated
• Slide zip & velcro

14"
Black

Grey

16" 18"
Maroon

Red

30"

32" 34" 36" 38" 40" 42"

16" 18"

18"

Brown

Royal

Navy

Purple
Bottle

Bottle

DL25

• 100% Cotton
• Supersoft
• Double gusset

WAIST

20"

22"

24"

26"

30"

32"

34"

36"

28"

SOLD IN PACKS OF 3
White

Maroon

Red

Royal

Navy

Bottle

Sky
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SWIMWEAR
VARIOUS FABRICS

DL27

Superior swimsuit – DL 27
• 80% Nylon / 20% elastane
• Matt finish
• Keyhole detail

CHEST

Black

Royal

• Highly chlorine resistant
• Racer back

22"

24"

26"

28"

30"

34"

36"

38"

40"

42"

Navy

Maroon

Red

32"

Bottle

Superior swim trunks – DL 28

DL28

• 80% Nylon / 20% elastane
• Matt finish
AGE

4

6

8

10

12

13

WAIST

20"

21"

22"

24"

26"

28"

WAIST

30"

32"

34"
Red

Bottle

Black

DL29
Swim shorts – DL 29
• 100% Polyester
• Polyester mesh liner
AGE

4

6

8

10

12

13

WAIST

20"

21"

22"

24"

26"

28"

WAIST

30"

32"

34"

36"

38"

Black

SPORTSWEAR
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Royal

Navy

Maroon

SWIMWEAR
VARIOUS FABRICS

DL33

Superior swim shorts – DL 33
• 80% Nylon / 20% elastane
• Matt finish

WAIST

Black

Navy

• Highly chlorine resistant
• Tie waist

18/20"

22/24"

26/28"

30/32"

34/36"

38/40"

Royal

Pool cap – DL 1000

DL1000

• Special colours available
• Silicone ideal for printing

• One size 100% latex
• One size 100% silicone

WE CAN PRINT DIRECTLY ONTO POOL CAPS,
SEE PAGE 58 FOR MORE INFORMATION.
White

Black

Red

Royal

Navy

Yellow

Bottle

Black

Red

Royal

Navy

Yellow

Bottle

SILICONE

White
LATEX

MORE COLOURS AVAILABLE. PLEASE ASK

Printing on swimwear

Pool cap printing

We can print onto most swimwear
using the latest technology and
printing methods.

We print directly onto our pool caps,
making them an MTO product.
(Due to the powdering required,
caps are not taken from stock and
printed.) We generally advise printing
on the silicon caps to ensure the life
of the print, however the latex caps
can also be used.

Minimum order is 25 by colour,
and any more in multiples of 25.
Lead time is generally 6-8 weeks
or sooner if possible.
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DANCEWEAR
NYLON / ELASTANE

DL37
Superior leotard – DL 37
• 80% Nylon / 20% elastane
• Matt finish
• Super stretch

CHEST

Black

24"

26"

28"

30"

32"

34"

36"

38"

40"

42"

Navy

Royal

DL38

Superior leggings – DL 38
• 80% Nylon / 20% elastane
• Matt finish
• Super stretch

WAIST

20"

22"

24"

28"

30"

32"

34"

36"

38"

26"

Black

Take advantage of priority ordering at: davidluketrade.com For further details on the
benefits of ordering online, see page 46. You can also order by phone: 0161 272 7474
or by email at: sales@davidluke.com

SPORTSWEAR
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USEFUL
INFORMATION
RETURNS & EXCHANGES
At David Luke, we pride ourselves on the quality of our
garments. However, we do understand that sometimes
there will be a need to return items.
Find out how our returns and exchanges procedure works
in the ‘Retailer area’ of David Luke trade.
davidluketrade.com

MEASURING GUIDE
Find our top tips on how to measure a child and assist
your customers in buying the correct size at:
davidluke.com/for-parents/how-to-measureyour-child
Top tip: taking actual body measurements are more
of an accurate guide than using age.
davidluke.com

FORWARD ORDERS
365 Stock Orders:
These must be taken by the originally agreed dispatch date.
Any orders not dispatched by this date may be cancelled.
Manufacturing tolerance:
For MTO stock, there may be some difference in the final
quantities of the order. This is due to the requirements of
the manufacturing process.
We may dispatch the full quantity if the difference
is negligible.

PRODUCT
IMAGE
DOWNLOADS
Browse our library of product
images and download those
you need for your own
product pages online. Find
them in the ‘Retailer area’ of
davidluketrade.com

TERMS & CONDITIONS
Find our full terms and conditions in the ‘Retailer area’
of David Luke trade.
davidluketrade.com

Order online at: davidluketrade.com
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OUR ECO-UNIFORM
All the garments in our Eco-uniform range contain polyester
made from non-biodegradable plastic drinking bottles, which
would otherwise end up in landfill. Each item consists of part
or total polyester content made from recycled plastic bottles.
1.

2.

3.

How Eco-polyester is made
1.	Bottles are collected from
recycling centre to be processed.
2.	They are then compressed and
sorted depending on the colour
and material.
3.	The bottles are then washed and
shredded into flakes.

4.

5.

4.	The flakes are then processed
into uniform strands and even
sized chips.
5.	Yarn is then created producing
a special 8-sided continuous
filament which ensures minimal
light reflection.

David Luke has prevented over
27 million plastic bottles from
going to landfill, which equates to
6 months of bottles thrown away
in Manchester.

6.

6.	Finally, the yarn is then woven or
knitted into extremely durable
fabrics ready to be used in our
uniforms.

Only 18 plastic bottles
are required to help
manufacture a David
Luke blazer.

We are proud to be working with Eco-Schools as
sponsors of their Marine topic. Eco-Schools is a global
programme engaging 19.5 million children and nearly
1.5 million teachers across 67 countries, making it the
largest educational programme on the planet. Each of
the schools involved with the programme has actively
tackled environmental issues from litter and waste
recycling to healthy living and biodiversity. All have an
overall interest in making their school more sustainable,
including changing the behaviour of young people.

